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CHAPTER 1

introduction
the california mission of the church of
jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints started the first full
time missionary work to the deaf
there were eight elders
who started the program
four of them were deaf and used
sign language and their companions were hearing with the
help of their companions and over a period of many months

in

1968

the four hearing elders were able to communicate with the
some 15000 deaf people in the greater los angeles area
during the past seven years the same method has

training missionaries to communicate with the
deaf in the different missions of the church the deaf
missionaries have been teaching their companions the sign
language and fingerspelling
finger spelling or because of a shortage of
gona
jona
missa
have
been
hearing
ona
trying
deaf miss4
missionaries
missionaries
fona lesies
ie
to teach and work with each other there have been about
forty missionaries learn the american sign language or
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan their success in reaching this much neglected
special population of deaf people has prompted efforts to
increase the number and quality of trained missionaries
been used in

J

aa
1aA

found

deaf program as
brief history of the original
68
Servi tum yearbook 168
in the california missions amo servitum

appears in appendix

j

A

2
2

assigned to this work
in august of 1972 a church sponsored committee met
at california state university northridge and discussed the
development of a language training mission LTM to teach
manual communication skills of the deaf to missionaries in
preparing them to teach deaf people the gospel although
the deaf are scattered throughout the land and no one
ethnic group or culture is exempt the deaf gravitate to
ward the larger cities where jobs are more abundant and
fellowship with their own kind possible at the workshop
comments were also made about sending missionaries to other
large cities like los angeles such as chicago new york
and

st louis

3

since the proposal for a language training mission
LTM
LTMDD in ameslan
amerlan in 1972 research and inquiry has led to
the discovery that no one has written such a program then
with the announcement in december of 1973 by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints that a new language
training mission was being built in provo utah that would
incorporate all present LTM programs of the church it
became apparent that all nations kindreds tongues and
0

4

april

2jack
ajack
jack

1974

R

rose taped interview held at provo utah

olds
3lds
LDS interpreter seminars

special seminars
relating to religious interpreting institute of religion
building california state university northridge northridge california 29 july 11 august 1972 unpublished

3

people should have the opportunity of receiving the gospel
possible new missions would be opened in the united states

future to other parts of the world
for proselyting to the deaf and that there was a real
interest and need for the development of a language
training mission in Ame
anesian
slan no one however was making
4
the effort to meet the needs of writing such a program
developing a complete program in teaching sign
language and other basic communication skills of ameslan
amerlan
LTM is an ambitious undertaking involving so much
at the IUTM
time and resources that it would seem a bit presumptious
for one person to accomplish it therefore the author
thought it possible to develop just the course outline in
teaching the grammar of ameslan
amerlan as a beginning to the
language training mission program in the american sign
language upon suggesting the idea of such a study to
church committee members who work in the area of deafness
to faculty of the communications department at BYU and
provo
age
presidency
langut
training
langhage
at
langjage
utah
mission
to the langgut
Langjage
LTMDD and different
a need was presented to develop a LTM
individuals expressed support and interest in having a
and canada

and in the

course
course of this kind developed
4

4church
achurch
church plans center new language mission will
deseret news saltnewlake city utah LTM 15 dec
rise at BYU news
planned
building for
sec p 3
1973 church
on BYU campus
daily universe provo utah 3 january
1974 front page

4

recognition of the unmet need in the creatlon
creation
ont
creati
development and design of a program in teaching ameslan
amerlan
and other skills at the LTM has moved this author to make
the following proposal that the department of communprovo
young
brigham
university
ications at
utah accept
in
for thesis credit the creation development and design
of a course outline for providing missionaries at the
language training mission in provo utah with the necessary communication skills to teach the gospel to the
hearing impaired who use the american sign language
THE

significance

VALUES AND
OF THIS STUDY

limitations

the purpose of this study is to create develop
and design a model course outline that can be used at the
language training mission for instruction of missionaries
who are called to teach the gospel to the hearing impaired
population of the united states and canada and in the
the study will provide a
future to the whole world
valuable addition to the existing method of teaching sign
language to missionaries because
by
process
up
1
learning
speed
the
will
total
it
concentration on the language and discussions used in
5
non mormon deaf
converting the nonmormon
r

week

5this
athis
by attending the eight
this will be accomplished provo
language training mission at
utah

1

ng
teaching
sign
language
of
structure
reachi
teachi
the
will
it
into an overall format of instruction that an individual
can pursue at his own pace
3
a
step
by
step
provide
whereby
method
will
it
an elder missionary usually 18
21 years old or sister
1821
missionary can assimilate and apply the principles learned
4
by
provide
well trained
will
instruction
it
qualified teachers those who are either returned mission
aries who have served missions using the sign language or
6
native signers themselves
5
an
to
provide
opportunity
spiritually
will
it
prepare for mission service
6
on
immediate
provide
effectiveness
will
it
2

arrival in the field

it

7

it

possible to reach and teach
missionaries who would normally not have the opportunity
08
to be exposed to a distinct foreign language experience
7

6

will

make

of the above objectives are those of the LTM
church officials have pointed out that the new language
training mission is being contructed
contracted at brigham young
university to take advantage of its extensive language
capacity and large scale institutional operations in
addition to its large language faculty many of BYUs 7500
returned missionaries are fluent in foreign languages and
are available to assist in teaching foreign languages and
cultures the university also will provide management for
housing food services laundry building maintenance and
some

other services
7this
athis
this implies that missionaries will be able to
freely converse with teach and interpret for the deaf
0
8ameslan
ameslan
amerlan is now considered a distinct foreign

5

6

a
make
foreign
language
course
available
will
it
that is not now offered by the language training mission
10 it will be a valuable addition to the LTM in
meeting the need of teaching the gospel to the people of
the world in their own native tongue
the author possesses the qualifications for the
9

development of such a course because

interested in
the training of missionary interpreters since his calling
by the church to such a position in december of 1969 one
year after the first elders were called to work with the
1

deaf on a

he has been involved and keenly

full

time basis

taught communication skills of the deaf
as an amateur and pprofessional
lonai
sion since 1969
ofes lonal
3
he is currently in charge of teaching sign
2

he has

2

language by several universities and colleges and is taught
as such
for further information one can write dr harry J

assistant director center on deafness california
state university northridge 18111 nordhoff st northridge california 91324 the above objective could apply
to those missionaries who are medically detained in the
united states or those who may be unable to master a speak
ing foreign language due to a speech impairment andor

murphy

impaired hearing
9

there have been numerous letters written by mis
slon
sion
sionaries
arles
aries in scattered parts of the united states and canada
fonaries
onaries
si
asking if there are any sign language texts or courses
offered in learning sign language because they are working
with deaf investigators at present the response is that
in teaching the
there are fulltime
full time missionary programs
deaf in california and information may be obtained by
writing one of the church missions
I
1

7

brigham
language courses at BL
bigham young university
igham
he has been an advanced

4

interpreting
year

10

interpreter since

1970

and signing for an average of 300 hours per

11

he

5

is

a

specialist in religious interpreting

having spent one year in proselyting the gospel to the deaf

in california

special workshops for training
12
of interpreters nearly every year since 1969
7
he helped write six missionary discussions
13
used in teaching the deaf people the gospel
he has attended

6

10

sign language is currently being taught through
the department of special courses and conferences as non
credit courses it is also taught as a credited lab class
menIC of educational psychology
department
in the Depart
11
on
mis
interesting
note
while
to
his
that
is
it
sion in california the author lived and worked full time
with the manually deaf for a period of fourteen months
it
is estimated that 75 of the average day is spent in listening and 12 in speaking if this is true in working with
the deaf the author spent more than 4500 hours in positive
and reverse interpreting
the 300 hours a year is since
provo
utah in january 1971
the author returned to
12
for a listing of the workshops refer to the

authors
authors

resume

1

the california missionaries working with
deaf felt that their proselyting efforts could be enthe dec
ab
hanced by rewriting the then used six discussions
stract concepts were changed analogies used and examples
developed so that the deaf would better understand the
gospel the author helped rewrite the discussions along
with elder J wayne bennett and president john K edmunds
the rewritten discussions were used for about a year
L

a

IH
in 1969

8
8

he was on a committee sponsored by the church

in which the discussion and planning of religious
interpreters and a future language training mission program
14
for the deaf was proposed
9
he is currently on a committee that sponsors a
youth workshop for deaf teens every year at brigham young
mormon

university

15

total of seventeen college
semester hours in subjects related directly to deafness at
three different universities in three different states
11
he has taken a total of twenty seven college
10

he has taken a

semester hours in religious instruction
12
he is a set apart ordinance worker at the provo
LDS temple and is in charge of sessions for the deaf
13
he graduated with honors at brigham young
university with a bachelor of arts in a composite major
of rhetoric public address and speech communication
14

he

is presently working with the communicative

disorders area in developing support services for the deaf
14

special seminars relating to religious interpr
unpublished
eting
preting
for details see p 2
15
the workshop for deaf youth is a ten day fun
non hearing youths
nonheading
including discussion
youth
packed conference for nonhearing
youthsincluding
groups on problems of the deaf available services and
educational and work opportunities in addition there is
recreation field trips inspirational talks and social
workshop is held once a year in august
activities the
the author is one of the assistant directors

9

university
15
he also plans to be involved in the complete
development of the program in teaching amerlan
ameslan at the LTM
16
he is wellknown
well known by those authorities in the
field of deafness who could and will render every service
possible in the development and creation of such a course
new valuable additions to the current methods of
teaching missionary interpreters qualifications of this
author plus the realization of the significant way in
which the resources of brigham young university and the
language training mission could be employed in developing
such a model course provide compelling reasons for the

at brigham

young

16

development of such a course

while this proposal differs from the traditional
historical or descriptive approach often taken on the
masters level to fulfill the thesis requirement it should

not be looked upon with less favor indeed professor
pronovost of boston university has suggested that a creative
thesis may provide the most productive outlet for meaningful improvements in existing curricula if any one of the
following circumstances emerge as a justification for
16 A

in appendix

list
B

of authorities and their

titles is

found

10

creative effort

17

development
apply
to
the
of teaching
it
materials
sil equipment and courses of study
sii
Is
material
there a need for a creative effort because of dissatisfaction
is faction with existing criteria inadequacy of
materials for a specific teaching situation or the
unmet need for a needed course of study of an original
18
approach to a unique situation
does

0

10

6.6

0

that is not presently satisfied
in any existing LTM program it expressed dissatisfaction
with the existing state of affairs and attempts to rectify
and correct through the processes of creation development
and design a previously unsolved problem
it is sufficient
to say that the creative thesis provides an effective method
to rectify shortcomings in educational curricula by creating
and developing new aeterna
ives and suggestions which if
alternatives
alterna

this proposal

meets a need

I

L

found useful may be implemented and adopted

at the outset it should

be recognized

that there are

limitations inherent in any creative effort since the
course will be largely the creation of one man it becomes
an expression of his outlook philosophy teaching methods
course
of
and to some extent his own personal bias
is
it
17 gary A
of a home

design
of argumentation
1972

pp
ap

i18p

56

5 6

drea
creatlon
Irea tion development and
hunter the creation
study course in the fundamental principles
MS

thesis

brigham young university

wilbert pronovost creating teaching materials
and curricula
in an introduction to graduate study in
speech and theatre ed by clyde W dow east lansing
p 156
michigan michigan state university press 1961

11

highly subjective and is very difficult to evaluate in terms
of some valid external criteria at best even a complete
course will only provide one possible alternative solution
to the need raised originally we should not however
dismiss the results of a creative thesis as mere idle
speculation for as professor pronovost notes
despite its subjectivity creative research can
make outstanding contributions to new and different
solutions to a problem in fact the creative approach
is frequently the first step in a sequence of solutions
which may eventually become objective and suitable for
9
19
experimental anaylsis
amerlan course
the basic limitations of the proposed ameslan
at the LTM lie in three specific areas first it is mainly
designed for missionaries to contact those deaf people who
are called manually deaf the hard of hearing and so
called
socalled
oral deaf persons do not use the manual means of sign
20
language and fingerspelling
finger spelling
therefore these oral
deaf people are usually contacted and taught by regular
hearing proselyting missionaries second it is a basic
outline of the LTM course for teaching grammar and will
not go into actual complete development of the course
19

clyde

W

dow

in speech and theatre
press
university
state
20

an introduction to graduate study
east lansing michigan michigan
1961

p

15

crookston the oral and manual controversy in the education of the deaf a report submitted to
young
brigham
speech
and
department
dramatic
of
arts
the
university and the department of education oregon college
of education 1973
byron

F

12

curriculum and program such as a religious dictionary of
signs books on sign language of the new eight missionary
discussions detailed analysis of the orientation to deaf
ness and so on only a skeleton outline of the course
within the program will be provided details of such a
program are more than one person could handle in a thesis
study due to the uniqueness of deaf communication the
agreement of experts is needed in the actual development

this is why a committee was
21
finally it will not be
established by the church
externally validated or tested in this thesis the
responsibility of this author is to create the skeleton
product validation or testing the product will be
another complete project someone else may elect to underof some of the program

take

definitions

OF KEY TERMS TO BE
USED IN THE STUDY

the following terms are divided into four main
areas first definitions of hearing impairment secondly
communication skills of the hearing impaired thirdly
21

experts are needed in such areas as developing a
set of guidelines or code of ethics for the LDS inter
preter expansion of the dictionary of signs for LDS
conce
concepts development of visual presentations to illustrate
various parts of the program making decisions on bringing
manually deaf missionaries through the LTM etc

13

finally religious
terminology
for purposes of clarity the following terms
devined as they are to be used in the thesis
will be bevined
interpreters

and

interpreting

and

definitions of hearing
impairment

lies outside

normal

sensitivity

anyone whose hearing

hearing impaired

limits

normal limits are

to

0

25 db

22

ISO 1964

hard of hearing

ing although defective

the sense of hearis functional with or without a
those in

whom

23

hearing aid
deaf those in whom the sense of hearing is non
functional for the ordinary purposes of life this general
group is made up of two distinct classes based entirely on
the time 0of the loss of hearing or those with an impairment that is not sufficiently functional to interpret
24
speech even with a hearing aid
22

frederic L darley ed the journal of speech and
hearing disorders monograph supplement number 9 september
A report prepared with support of the childrens
1961
bureau US department of health education and welfare
by the committee of identification audiometry american
speech and hearing association
23
SR silverman and HS lane deaf children in
hallowell davis and S richard silverman eds hearing and
deafness new york holt rinehart and winston 1970
pp386
386 quoted in hayes A newby
the handicap of hearing
impairment severity of hearing impairment audiology
3rd ed

y

new

24

york meredith corporation

ibid

1972

p

306

14
25

congenitally deaf those who were born deaf
adventitiously deaf those who were born with
normal hearing but in whom the sense of hearing became
9
26
nonfunctional later through illness or accident
manually deaf persons with a hearing impairment
who communicate manually using the language of signs
orally deaf persons with a hearing impairment
speechreading
reading without
that communicate through speech and speech
employing the language of signs or finger
fingerspelling
spelling
impaired speech when it deviates so far from the
speech of other people that it calls attention to itself
interferes with communication or causes its possessor to
27

be maladjusted

one who

mute

speech

dumb by

is silent uttering

no words of

reason of deafness or other infirmity

28

skills of the

communication

hearing impaired

skills of the hearing impaired

the
familiar knowledge and practical efficiency of any form of
communication or communication training used by anyone
communication

25

26

ibid
ibid
27
charles van riper speech correction principles
prentice hall
englewood cliffs
and methods 3rd ed
inc

1958

9R
28

sv

S V

dumb

p

19

websters seventh

new

collegiate dictionary

1972

15

sensitivity lies outside normal limits
an ideographic
sign language language of signs
si

whose hearing

language which uses manual symbols apart from the manual
alphabet this is commonly used to describe the language

fingerspelling
spelling
of the deaf in which both manual signs
signs and finger
29
employed
loyed
are emp
communication in both

manual communication

language and concept between two or more people through the
use of the language of signs

30

the 26 different single hand
positions that represent the 26 letters of the alphabet
use of these hand positions to form a word or sentence is
manual alphabet

finger spelling
called fingerspelling

31

32

dactylology the study of fingerspelling
finger spelling
receptive comprehension skills the ability to
finger spelling and
understand what is expressed in both fingerspelling
29

US department of health education and welfare
vocational rehabilitation administration interpreting for
deaf people A report of a workshop in interpreting
governor baxter state school for the deaf portland maine

july

7

27
30

1965

introduction

p

7

31

ibid p 6
ibid
32
buillory
guillory
llory expressive and receptive
lavera M Bui
rece2tive
Cl altos
Finger
spelling for hearing adults baton rouge claitors
fingers2elling
fingerspelling
publishing division 1971 p v

aitos

16

the language of signs

33

transmissive expressive performance skills the
ability to express oneself in the language of signs and
34
finger spelling
fingerspelling
Ame
ASL or sign an acronym made from the
ameslan
amerlan
slan
words american sign language
it is the sign language
used by nearly all deaf people in the united states
it
does not follow the english grammatical scheme and is a
35
wholly different language from english
Si
stiglish
siglish
glish an acronym made from the two words
signed english siglish
stiglish is a sign language that follows
the english grammatical system it is english presented
r
36
visually on the hands rather than orally by the voice
seeing essential eng
english
sh SEE
to provide a
syntactical visual sign system for english speaking parents
and teachers who do not know the complexities of ameslan
amerlan for
them to use with their children in order to develop within
them a language structure that is more like their hearing
3

1

people

33
US
p 6

department of

HEW

interpreting for deaf

34

ibid p 7
35
louie J fant

jr

slan an introduction to
gage silver spring national association
langugage
lan2ugage
american sign Langu
p iii
of the deaf 1972
36
ibid
Ame
ameslan
amerlan

17

peers

37

some

call this concept not

a method

signing

exact english
manual english

english language based primarily on the signed vocabulary of the
american sign language used with finger
spelling in correct
fingerspelling
english syntactic and grama
gramatical
tical form observant of verb
dramatical
tense use of prepositions and determiners plurality and

all

word endings

a

visual

form of the

380
3

any
system
on
english
sign
based
english
visual En
is
Slish
morphemes words or parts of words with meaning which gain

their

meaning through use in syntax

39

an ap
linguistics of visual english LOVE
proach to developing a visula
kisula english that is linguistically

educationally and socially sound based
40
and principles of philosophy

esoteric
37

manual communication

on

a

specific rules

secretive gesture

the washington
ian december 1971 quoted in an introduction to manual
english vancouver the washington state school for the
deaf 1972 pD vi
38
ibid
39
answers
wampler
questions
and
dennis W Wamp
lerl ap
leri
linguistics of visual english np 1971 p 2 for
english
shl where it is being
further information about visual Engli
prog raras
ratas are using it and how materials may
taught what programs
linguistics of visual
be obtained send inquiries to
english 2322 maher drive no 35 santa rosa california

rationale for the
A

95605

40

ibid

new

approach

18

language employing only minimal hand movements and maximum
use of facial expression that deaf persons sometimes employ

they do not wish their conversation observed by others
41
present who know the language of signs
a method of training or
manual manual training
educating a deaf person through fingerspelling
finger spelling and the
language of signs manual classes generally are instituted

when

42

for those children who have been determined to be normal
multi sensory procedure
rochester method an oral multisensory
for instructing deaf children in which the receptive medium
speech reading is simultaneously supplemented by finger
of speechreading
spelling and auditory amplification the language of signs

is wholly excluded

this procedure of instruction
oral training a method of training or
oral orai
from

43

educating a deaf person through speech and speechreading
speech reading
fingerspelling
spelling
without employing the language of signs or finger
Speech
reading the ability to under
speechreading
lipreading
reading Lip
readl
readi
lipreadi
stand the oral language or speech of a person through
45
movements

44

observation of his lips and facial
a method of communication for use with
cued speech
and by the aurally handicapped in which eight configurations and four positions of one either hand are used to
41 HEW

interpreting
eting for deaf people
interp
intern
4
49
42
44
45
43
ibid
ibid
ibid
ibid
A

p

6
7w
7
p aw
po

19

visible manifestations of natural speech
simultaneous method a method of training or

supplement the

46

educating a deaf person through use of both manual and
oral methods simultaneously the speaker signer conceives
encodes and utters english at the same time accompanying
that utterance with signed english the deaf person as
speaker may speak
signer
signerspeaker
actually use his voice or
47
only mouth the words
sometimes called
manual controversy
andmanual
oral and
years
one
war is a dispute between proponents
hundred
the
48
of oral training only and those using manual training
total communication the right of every deaf child

ie

to learn to use all forms of communication so that he may
have the full opportunity to develop language competence
46 R

distributed

or
in cornett cued speech
orin

by

what and why

staff training services department A

city unified school district title VI
ESEA cued speech project
47 HEW
pe
people p 7
deaf
j2reting
jereting
interpreting
for
inter
intel
terrence J orourke manual communication A basic
course in manual communication revised ed
silver spring
sacramento

the national association of the deaf 1974 p vii
48 see
crookstons the oral and manual controversy
in theeducation
the education of the deaf

md

11

20

at the earliest possible age

49

interpreting and interpreters
interpret to convey the ideas of spoken english
finger spelling or vice
ameslan
amerlan
in sign language Ame
slan and fingerspelling
versa

50

to convey the ideas of written english
ameslan
finger spelling or vice
amerlan
in sign language Ame
slan and fingerspelling
51
versa
or word rendition
transliterate to give a word ffor
stiglish
of written or spoken english in sign language Si
siglish
glish
or vice versa it is merely changing the code the
symbols from english words or any other language to
finger spelling or the other way around from
signs and fingerspelling
signs to english this is usually done in classrooms
professional gatherings etc when the interpreter is
signing for deaf people who have a good command of
52
english

translate

49

denton remarks in support of a system
of total communication for deaf children the right to
communication symposium march 13 1970
communicate
1970f
maryland school for the deaf frederick maryland 21701
frederick md maryland school for the deaf 1970 p 5
mary jane rhodes total communication gains support of deaf
world silver spring md national association of the deaf

nd

p

david

M

1

50

louie fant
51

article by
the training of interpreters

based
definition
authors
some
on

thoughts

ibid

1

52

upon the

ibid

21

positive interpreting to interpret translates
translater or
translate
transliterate english or any other language into signs
and fingerspelling
finger spelling
fingerspelling
inger
reverse interpreting to interpret translate or
finger spelling into english or any
transliterate signs and fingerspelling
other language
delivery the rendering of a message
simultaneous deil
dell
deli
sa me time the message is
into the language of signs at the same
being delivered orally or rendering a message into an oral

interpretation at the

the message is being
delivered in the language of signs simultaneous reverse
same time

53

delivery

simultaneous interpreting or transliterating
simultaneous use of the language of signs and silent oral
54

presentation
ini
irl
iri
interpreting
terj2reting fields settings or situations
different situations in which interpreters may function
such as platform interpreting legal medical or religious
situations interpreting for job placement in social work

rehabilitation and so on
religious interpreting
sunday schools
53 HEW
54

ibid

interpreting in churches

religious ceremonies in general

interpreting for deaf people

p

and

7
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proselyting

interpreter
reter in brief it is one who either inter
inter
prets translates or transliterates in manual communication
or total communication and has a broad background of
experience in interpreting involving many different
55
interpreting situations
religious inter
interpreter
ter a highly skilled interpreter
with special training in religious teachings and concepts
service procedures and religious signs and terminology
qualified interpreter one who is able readily
to interpret or translate spoken english to and for
impaired persons and to interpret or translate statements
of impaired persons into spoken english one is usually
certified by a chapter of the registry of interpreters
for the deaf as to their competence and qualifications
people
and
as an interpreter
deaf
both
involves
it
56
hearing people
a
stry of interpreters for the deaf inc
regl
regi
registry
a
35
and
membechapters
over
organization
with
national
1964
was
organized
rship of over 1500
for the
in
it
purpose of providing translatinginterpreting
translating interpreting services to
55

rigby

authors definition
5
upon
6authors
the article
based
definition
authors
appointment of interpreters for the deaf

by
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america and its trust territories
the deaf of americz
57
the RID has members from other nations

religious terminology
language training
language training program
mormon
day
latterday
saints
latter
sity in the fall of 1961

mission

LTM

in addition

a missionary

of the church of jesus christ of
aer
rer
begun at brigham young uni
univer-

sixteen missionaries came to
provo utah to learn spanish before departing for their

the provo LTM teaches more than
c58p
0
A new LTM is under
three thousand missionaries per year
construction at BYU with a projected completion date of
july 1976 at its completion the other two LTMs at ricks

mission assignments

now

burg idaho and at the BYU hawaii campus
rexburg
redburg
college in Rex
bahu hawaii will be combined with the one in
at laie oahu
provo

59

in addition to the key terms in the proposal other
terms will be introduced and defined in the syllabus itmat used by the
format
self for example in the lesson fo
L

what

57
57registry
registry

is the RID

of interpreters for the deaf

interpreters

the deaf washington DC
n
58
C

RID

59
59church
Church

planned on

interpreting for
inside fold
nd

and

language training mission provo utah

brigham young university press
BYU

plans center

campus

nd

inc

provo

deseret news p 3
daily universe front page

LTM
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language training mission four major sections exist they
are performance tasks conversation tools and performance
cami
other terms such as the uniform system for teaching fami
lies language trees and so on will be defined as they
appear in the course outline
in addition to the general definitions of deafness
there are the scientific definitions used in audiology and
hypoacusis
acunis
acusis means loss of
education hypacusis sometimes hypo
hearing that is less than complete anacusis means deafness literally without hearing
another scientific term
jacusis
dysacousis
sac
dysacusis
sacusis
usis which designates an auditory disorder that is
is dy
60
sixty to 80 db
other than just a loss of sensitivity
ASA or 72 to 92 db ISO is listed as a borderline hearing
level range in which many of the school children are
J y deaf
educationally
educational
eaf those in need of special instruction
61
to acquire speech and language
in relationship of
degree of handicap to educational needs of the deaf when
loss occurs prior to language and speech acquisition the
following terms are used jbut
slight
but not herein defined
ubut
mild marked severe and extreme or mild marginal
3

60
60newby
newby

dren

dunn

audiology r
audio

p

306

6lharley
harley wooden deaf and hard of hearing chilexceptional children in the schools ed lloyd M

new york

holt rinehart

and winston

1963

p

342
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622

severe and profound
arnlost
amlott impossible to classify the deaf for
it is amlost
they vary so much in accordance with their degree of deafness at what age they became deaf their ability or in

moderate

ability to

their educational standard but some
attempts of broaddivisions
broad divisions for the purpose of interpreting
are

made

speak

and

and defined in the syllabus

history and further in depth definitions of some
terms herein defined such as LTM SEE LOVE total
communication and oral and manual controversy will be
covered in the other chapters of this thesis
this course outline will be designed to provide a
fundamental background and understanding of the basic
grammar of ameslan
finger spelling to give the language
amerlan and fingerspelling
relevance and provide missionaries with immediate application of the language among the hearing impaired
METHODS AND

thesis
author
ments

but he

procedures

the major responsibility in developing a creative
is to be both author and critic not only must the
be responsible for creating and proposing improvespecifying exact changes within defined limitations
must also be able to validate his proposal in terms
62
62sjewby
62newby
Newby

audiology

p

307

1
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of a credible academic standard thus almost as much time
must be devoted to establishing a criteria by which his

product

product

may be

judged as in the actual creation of the

itself

663

to internally validate a creative product requires
attention to be given to procedures that establish criteria
jud gement by which the creation may be
for standards of judgement
measured and then examining the finished product against
those standards
in order to facilitate that responsibility within
the framework of this thesis the author will do four
things first determine the goals and objectives for the
course to be developed second determine what materials
ought to be included in teaching a basic course at the LTM

in the language of the manual deaf third create the course
and submit it in outline form fourth examine the course to
see if it meets the criteria previously outlined
this can best be accomplished by determining the
answers to the following questions
1
what are the principles of communication covered
in basic sign language courses and texts

p

13

63
63hunter
hunter

home

study course in argumentation
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2

what goals and learning objectives are used in

the training of interpreters with the deaf
3
how are the current foreign language courses
being taught at the language training mission
4
can the materials used in teaching sign lan-

training interpreters be incorporated into a
similar course as those current foreign language courses
taught at the LTM
in answering the first question a survey will be
made of sign language courses and texts available to hearing
people the courses and texts will be outlined and
similarities and differences compared the results of
this survey will be compiled and reported
in answering question two a survey will be made
of existing courses in training interpreters materials
mainly in the religious setting will be examined and
their contents reviewed and explained this will serve as
guage and in

point of reference as to what could be included in a
course outline of training interpreters at the LTM
in answering question three the basic texts and
materials currently used at the language training mission
in teaching portuguese spanish and other languages will
be studied and used as a writers guide in establishing
a similar course outline in sign language Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
it
must be realized that a great deal of time and resources
a

28

have been incorporated in developing the

latest

methods and

procedures of teaching accellerated languages at the LTM
the author has secured contract to work closely with the
provo LTM in correctly analyzing their procedure and in

getting feedback

and help on development of the ameslan
amerlan

64
model

in answering question four information from the
previous three questions will be compared and significant
findings summarized from this summary along with help
from those individuals skilled in the areas of deafness

individuals at the

missionaries of the
church who have worked with the deaf texts and methods
to be used in the course outline will be selected and
modified

if

LTM

and those

necessary

basic course objectives will be stated and course
content and lessonbylesson
lesson by lesson goals will be outlined and
reviewed
64the
the author was interviewed on march 7 1974 by
alien
allen
ailen C ostergar second counselor in the language
training mission presidency at that time authorization to
LTM
was
work
and
personnel
with
of
various
the
visit
granted on january 8 1975 the authors prospectus was
reviewed by the newly reorganized LTM presidency and by
adrian P van mondfrans director of the department of

instructional evaluation and testing DIET BYU admiLTM
development
and
of
nistrative
tive
instruction
director
istraagain given approval C
and
eric ott assistant director
for development analysis LTM was assigned to act as
advisor to the author in coordinating activities involving
the LTM with this thesis A copy of the assignment of
C
copyright appears in appendix

1

it
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that all of the above steps
are taken to create a valid criterion for examination and
judgement
jud gement of the basic course to be created the actual
creation of the course as it appears in outline form will
occupy a large part of the thesis
after the criterion
is validated and the course is created the two will be
compared and conclusions will be drawn
hoped
is
that after this effort is made the
it
course outline will provide the beginning of the actual
program development and will be a needed and meaningful
addition to the existing language training programs of the
church

must be remembered

CHAPTER 2
SURVEY OF THE

literature

survey of the literature is explained in this
chapter under the headings of 1 basic sign language

training of religious interpreters 3
language development at the LTM and 4 conclusions
courses
hypothesized
model
used
current
the
that
is
it
at the LTM will provide the basic foundation upon which
amerlan can be developed chapter two
this outline in ameslan
will then provide a credible academic standard by which
the proposed course outline may be created and also
courses

2

judged
BASIC SIGN LANGUAGE COURSES

the purpose of surveying the basic sign language
courses is to determine how the american sign language
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan is being taught before reviewing the

definition and history
of sign language willbe
will be given this will clear up any
misunderstanding regarding sign language as it is used by
why
understanding
help
in
deaf people
will
also
it
mos
most classes in sign language are not Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan but some

literature

however

a complete

L

form of manual

english
30

31

history
histo
among normal

hearing people

we

have a special

vernacular of signs just as we have words peculiar to
different occupations or in activities as similar as
football and baseball there are differing signs used in
each language as distinct from one another as the phonemes
of an american indian language is from hawaiian so it
follows there are also various kinds of sign language
among the deaf
agel refers to any
language
the term sign langu
gesture language
Emp
employing
emd loving gestures for communication is as old
as man
sign language has been used not only among people
with different languages but is often necessary if only
the dialects differ as with the spanish of europe or the
spanish used in south american countries even people of
different cultural backgrounds must sometimes resort to
gestures to supplement their communication
but the formalizing of sign language into a
language of its own didnt occur until the latter part
of the 16th century girolamo cardano an italian
physician stated that it was not necessary to hear words
ile thus developed a sign
lle
he
in order to understand them lie
language for teaching the deaf who at that time were
considered uneducable although his sign language was
never actually used with the deaf it did dippell
dispell the
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notion that the deaf were incapable of learning
the first successful attempts to educate the deaf
were made by pedro ponce de leon
he was a spanish monk
who also taught the deaf how to read and write and later
to speak
A sign language using a one
handed manual alphabet
onehanded
was advocated by juan martin pablo bonet who wrote a book
on education of the deaf
germany
was
and
in
france
that public education
it
of the deaf began in france abbe charles de 1epee
depee
founded the first public school for the deaf
he is
considered the father of the language of signs used in
various forms today
sign language was brought to america in 1816 by
mr gallaudet had gone to
thomas hopkins gallaudet
london to study this method used so he could teach the
deaf daughter of dr mason gogswell mr gallaudet
meaning to combine the best of all methods was rebuffed
by the oral instructors there
at the invitation of
1stephen
estephen
stephen P quigley historical background
education of the deaf an article prepared for the
advisory committee on the education of the deaf at
professor
fessor of special
the time dr quigley was associate Pre
education institute for research on exceptional children
university of illinois this bibliography source is
found in barbara E babbinis an introductory course in
1 ling
fingerspin
Finger
language of signs
manual communication fingerspii
spelling
fingerspelling
course of studyoutline
study outline p 4
&
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roch ambrose cucurron sicard

head of the school for the

deaf in paris

gallaudet went to paris where the manual
method was in use
the french manual method had been
adapted with minor changes from the spanish one handed
alphabet devised by juan pablo bonet with different
minor changes the spanish manual alphabet is the method
finger spelling used in the united states today upon
of fingerspelling
returning gallaudet established the american asylum for
the deaf and dumb in hartford connecticut in 1817 it
2
is now named the american school for the deaf
gallaudet returned to america with laurent clerc
who became the first deaf teacher of the deaf in the
united states in 1864 edward miner gallaudet the
son of thomas hopkins gallaudet was instrumental in
founding gallaudet college in washington DC this is
the only liberal arts college exclusively for the deaf
3
even to this day
to summarize manual signals as a means of
hand
communication are of old and uncertain origin
a
more
thousand
alphabets have been in ex
than
for
existance
existence
istance
years the use of the manual alphabet in the formal
education of the deaf is of more recent origin and was
21bid
2ibid
bibid

j

p

5

3ibid
bibid
bid
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probably adapted from the practice of religious orders in
observing vows of silence A number of modifications
which led to the establishment of the present one

and

are also fairly recent developments
in the sign language used among deaf people it is
an ediographic
idiographic
edio graphic language this means that symbols are used
apart from the manual alphabet the signs are usually
developed from some distinctive suggestion of the shape
of the object or characteristic of the action or idea
they are intended to signify sign language is continually enlarging to meet the challenge of newly coined
4
words and new ideas in our growing world
the use of symbol signs can enable the deaf to
comprehend subjects expressions proverbs and common
sayings that a limited alphabet vocabulary would never
two handed methods

5

to do
to clarify some of the mystery it should be
finger spelling of the
understood that dactylology or fingerspelling
sp
11 ing
fingerspelling
spelling
alphabet is only a part of sign language finger
is employed by the deaf to express names of people
locations or the like but it alone is not sign language
be able

4

4elizabeth
aelizabeth
eilzabeth benson communicative aspects of
elizabeth
sign lang
language st paul minnesota
st paul
deafness
area technical vocational institute 1967 p 501
51bid
bibid
5ibid
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the two sign languages used by the american deaf
people themselves are stiglish
Si
ameslan
amerlan
siglish
these
slan
glish and Ame
labels are recently coined acronyms for signed english
and american sign language
both have existed since
sign language was brought to the united states tradi
aradi
tionally
tio nally the two sign languages have been referred to in
stiglish was called signing in proper
descriptive terms siglish
grammatical sign language
schoolroom
english order
proper signing
high verbal sign language
signing
etc ameslan
amerlan was termed real deaf sign language
low verbal
street signing
deaf deaf language
sign language etc whenever one talked about sign
language he had to preface his remarks with some such
stiglish and ameslan
amerlan were
description so the terms siglish
developed to make it simpler to designate which sign
6
language one was discussing
simply defined ameslan
amerlan is the sign language used
by typical deaf adults when communicating among them
selves for typical deaf adults fant 1972 gives
the following definition realizing that it may become
necessary to revise it
6louie
elouie
ameslan
amerlan
slan an introduction to
loule J fant Ame
louie
national
american sign language
silver spring md
association of the deaf 1972 p iii
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A
1

typical deaf adult is
was

one who

graduated from a residential school for

the deaf
2
3
4

5
6

at a skilled trade
earns less than the national median income
attends a club for deaf people regularly
reads english on a fifth grade level
writes english on a third or fourth grade
works

level
soc 1 aily
ally with deaf people
associates socially
whenever most deaf adults get together socially
7

amerlan as the most
in an informal setting they use ameslan
preferred method of communication it is the sign
most comfortable because
language with which they fe
feel
feelmost
elmost
7
they can express themselves best this way
stiglish exists at all
in order to understand why siglish

affects language
the way hearing children

one must understand how deafness

acquisition different from
learn english from birth As they grow older
children imitate what they hear As they are
by older children and other media they begin
7

hearing

corrects
corrected
correctid
c

to recognize

7louie
elouie
Ame
today
ameslani
amellani
ameslan
sian
slan
loule J fant Ames
louie
ians
lanI gallaudet toda
iani
gallaudet college
washington DC
communication
office of alumni and public relations winter 1974 75

p

1
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errors and correct themselves this is not because they
know rules of grammar but simply because it doesnt
by the time children are seven or eight
sound right
they speak grammatically correct english if this is what
they have been hearing

parents and one of the
foremost authorities on languages of the deaf emphasizes
that deaf children cannot learn english in the same way
hearing children can though most reasons are obvious

louie fant

a son of deaf

fant states
in order for him the deaf child to learn english
was
must
him
be
stiglish
to
visually
presented
siglish
it
developed in an effort to teach english to deaf
lip reading are ancor
spelling and lipreading
fingerspelling
incor
finaerspelling
children Finger
porated
the
siglish to enhance
visualizfurther
borated into stiglish
8
ation of spoken english
summarizing research by numerous
the 19601s
1960s dr mccay vernon observed

investigators in

&

thirty percent of deaf children leave school at
age sixteen or even older functionally illiterate
sixty percent leave having achieved at fifth grade
level or below and only five percent attain tenth
age
grade level

from the age of ten years to the

sixteen the average gain in reading on standardized
achievement tests is eight months at age sixteen
reading
grade
youth
score
of
deaf
is
the mean reading
test
readinv
9
three and four
0

of

8fant
efant
p iv
ameslan
amerlan
slan an introduction
fant Ame
9
margaret S kent total communication at mary
paper presented at st marys
land school for the deaf
school for the deaf buffalo new york october 23 1970
mimeographed
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there are several reasons that the deaf handle
english at a much different level than their hearing
peers whether they are children or adults the main
reason is that with the typically deaf person english
is a second language actually a foreign language just
as most hearing people who study a foreign language
rarely master it deaf persons rarely master english
the problems hearing people are faced with in learning a
second language are the same facing deaf persons in
addition to their inability to hear which limits the
10
advantages of exposition
fant says another factor that has arrested the
deaf persons effort to learn english is that he is
required to use english in order to learn english A
total immersion into a second language from the very
beginning is extremely difficult for most people to
11
handle under the best circumstances
in the various sign systems used in communicating
with the deaf all have used english as a basis and
employ hand signs as part of the system
after all
stiglish is only manually signed english no matter which
siglish
of a variety of methods are used examples are signing
10

ameslan
amerlan
slan
fant Ame
11.
11
ll ibid
ii

an

introduction

p

v
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exact english linguistics of visual english manual
english etc if a deaf person does not read or write
english fluently he will understand english only slightly
better than when it is presented manually
amerlan
is the deaf persons language ameslan
is a wholly different language from english louie fant
and eugene bergman both exclaim that in structure ameslan
amerlan
X

ameslan
amerlan

has more in

common

with chinese than english

12

Ame
ameslan
slan is not based on english but is far more
amerlan
basic than any one specific language if english did
not exist ameslan
amerlan could still exist one may translate
directly from spanish french german etc into amasian
without going first through english for convenience
however ameslan
amerlan does incorporate english words via
finger spelling and certain verbal expressions of english
fingerspelling
13
speaking hearing people
As further proof of Ame
ameslans
slans autonomy an
american and a person using russian could communicate as
amerlan in two weeks as two people having always
well in ameslan

known

the
12

same language

fant

p
an introduction
autonomous and unique features of

Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan

eugene bergman
american sign language

february

1972

13

p

22

slan
sian
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
lan
ian
fant ames

iii

american annals of the deaf
an introduction

p

v
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only recently has anyone made indepth
in depth studies
into the language of signs semiotics stokoe 1960
14
1972.14
197214
1972.

1972

since there are so few hearing people who know
ameslan well enough to communicate with the deaf most
amerlan
sign language books and classes can only teach the signs
amerlan and not how to put them together
of ameslan
two projected reasons for the lack of skilled
ameslan
amerlan interpreters are that in developing interpreters
to work with the deaf it was thought that good ameslan
amerlan
is natural with the deaf and that hearing people cant
pick it up unless they are born with the gift the
other proposed reason is that most hearing people think
amerlan as an abbreviated english full of short cuts
of ameslan
and pantomime as with pidgeon english or baby talk
ameslan
amerlan has not been classed as a legitimate language
until very recently the american sign language is a
language in

its

own

right
easier for

person
a
much
hearing
or
to
deaf
is
it
ameslan
amerlan
slan trying to connect an
teach just the signs of Ame

english word to the sign which stands for a concept in a
highly active visual way and use english as the grammar
the difference between english and other english
14

see references and comments on page

50
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based on systems such as

SEE

SEE

LOVE

manual

english etc and amerlan
ameslan is the manner in which the
signs are put together both share the same basic sign
vocabulary but not the same sign order
stiglish
Si
siglish
amerlan
glish is an attempt to blend english and ameslan
together from ameslan
amerlan it takes the signs from english
word
the
takes
order and makes greater use of
it
fingerspelling
finger spelling the reason for the existence of stiglish
siglish
is to integrate the deaf into the hearing society by
teaching them english in the educational setting since
ameslan
amerlan
there are so very few experts qualified to teach Ame
slan
sian
and since it is easier to teach just the signs of lan
guage tuii
langu ag
this
t1iis iiss what is generally done in sign language
classes to be sure a typically deaf person will get
stiglish
siglish
amerlan
the gist of what someone signs in Si
glish but in ameslan
15
ill15
he gets all of it
m

THE SURVEY

there are several purposes for surveying the
T

various sign language courses they include
1
gaining all possible information about them
the
american sign language
2
discovering how sign language is being taught
15

fant

slan

Ame
ameslan
amerlan

an introduction

p

vr
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to hearing people
3
suggesting methods of curriculum in Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
manual communication and orientation to deafness
4
developing teaching materials with sound
pedagogic principles for their utilization
5
establishing minimum requirements for the LTM
program
pro
graml including criteria for the selection of instruc-

tors

trainees

and

experimenting with potential use of audio
visual material including TV tapes as instructional
media for the teaching of manual communication
7
designing methods for evaluating individual
indi
visual
indivisual
6

including standardized tests with
films and other devices to make use of available publica
eions of all signs in use and
tions
8
developing a uniform course of study with a
system for teaching
A
inquiry into socio economic life patterns
of the deaf
B
commini
psychological educational and communi
canive
cative differences of deafness
C
finger spelling
principles of fingerspelling
D
the language of signs
E
idiomatic and dialectic sign language
F
the transition to manual english and

people and programs

43
G

introduction to

some

of the other systems

of sign language
the sources used in the survey and in the actual
development of the course outline are a compilation of
over five years of research on the part of the author
hundreds of articles and over forty books on sign lan

representing all of the current books in the market
were used in drawing the conclusions used in the actual
development of the syllabus
the national association of the deaf undertook a
three year study funded by the department of health
education and welfare entitled national association
of the deaf communicative skills program to survey all
16
programs in the teaching of sign language
they then
developed guidelines for a curriculum for dissemination
of information on deafness and provisions for adminis
tractive
trative controls in the development of a high quality
program teaching manual communication to rehabilitation
counselors these counselors include such related
personnel as psychologists social workers vocational
instructors psychiatrists and others who have contact
with deaf people this project also provides ways of
guage

16

terrence J orourke director national
of the deaf communicative skills program
association
second year report
NAD 1968
silver spring md
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evaluating personnel in their ability to learn sign
language

4

this

work

resulted in the development of

basic
17
the NAD
A

course in manual communication published by
say
s
on
mainly
jr
format
J
based
louie
is
fant
its
it
180
with signs
the other text used for the project classes
1

19

willard J madsens conversational sign language
mr madsen revised his work in 1972 and titled it conver
sat
national
ional sign language 11
sational
II an intermediate advanced
was

90
20

manual

jr

s

aten in 1972 was louie J pant
another book written
writuten
fant
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan an introduction to american sign lan

21
guage

these three books 1
communication revised edition

A

basic course in manual
2
conversational sign

17

terrence J orourke director NAD
revised edition in
NAD 1970
silver spring md

1973

180
1

fant

say

gallaudet college

it
1964

with signs

washington
ashington

Vi

DC

19

an
madsen conversational sign language
gallaudet
intermediate manual washington DC

college

1967

20

madsen

conversational sign language 11
II

intermew
intermediate
interme
diate advanced manual
gallaudet college 1972
21

NAD

amerlan
fant ameslan

1972

washington

DC

silver spring

md

an
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language 11
II an intermediate advanced manual and 3
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan an introduction to american sign language are

considered the top in the field by most professionals
in deaf communication

realizing the impossibility of duplicating such
prestigious and well
funded survey the author has been
wellfunded
pleased to accept this evaluation

a

recep
lavera guillorys booklet expressive and rec
22
spelling for hearing adults is undisputed
fingerspelling
five Finger
tive
among educators as the text on
onexercises
exercises for strengthen
ing ability in fingerspelling
finger spelling As has been indicated
there are other books about sign language but they do
not teach Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan these books will be used in the
development of the proposed course outline
they are
mostly dictionaries of ameslan
amerlan signs and other sign
language systems
among

with these four books and five of the model

courses taught at the church LTM the other three books
mainly used in developing the course outline in ameslan
amerlan
will be summer sign insl
itule the report of the institute
itute
institute
ins
L

L

for the preparation of teachers of manual communication
22

guillory expressive and receptive finger
nana
spelling for hearing adults baton rouge Louis
louisnana
louissana
1966
book
store
gaitors
ial
lal
lai
tors
claitors
laitors
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23

structuring program for the deaf in adult education
Finger spelling
barbara E babbinis manual communication fingerspelling
A course of study outline for
and the language of signs
24
Finger
and manual communication
spelling
fingerspelling
instructors
A course of study outline for
and the language of signs

and

students

25

sign institute held a workshop at
california state university at northridge in 1968 then
called san fernando valley state college the tables
that appear in appendix D are an overview of what should
be covered in various levels of sign language proficiency

the

summer

the project director over the leadership training
program in the area of the deaf and coordinator of the
summer sign institute was dr ray L jones
A course of study outline
manual communication
ommunication A course of
for instructors and manual Ccommunication
study outline for students were prepared by barbara

E

babbini of the institute for research on exceptional
23

summer
sign
project
J
kirchner
director
carl
of special and rehabilitation
institute department
education san fernando valley state college northridge
california june 30 august 8 1969
24

babbini manual communication for instrucon
exceptional
tors urbana 111
for
research
institute
ill
iii
children university of illinois 1971
25
babbini manual communication for students
on
111
exceptional
urbana 111.
for
research
institute
til
tii
ill
iii
ili
children university of illinois 1971
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children at the university of illinois these two volumes
were an outgrowth of the original course of study out
outlined
outlinet
outline
linet
an introductory course in manual communication which is
mrs
was
no longer available
while
babbini
written
it
was in the leadership training program in the area of the
deaf at san fernando valley state college
when the two manuals are examined it is found
that the material covered in both courses of study is
identical but the appraoch to the material is different
in the instructors manual the approach to the units of
learning is geared to the needs of the instructor and
includes teaching techniques drills tests and the like
by step lesson plans
stepby
all organized in sequential step
the students manual in which the units to be learned
are the same as those to be taught from the instructors
manual includes vocabulary word descriptions practice
material homework assignments and other background
information and instructions designed to help the student
master and retain what his instructor teaches him in
class
bibli
the babbini manuals are unique from the babli
ography of works in manual communication in two respects
first the instructors manual is the first such
publication designed specifically with the instructor in
mind and second the students manual is the first such
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is coordinated with a separate
As such the students manual is
manual for instructors
invaluable it effectively removes a heavy burden from
the shoulders of the instructor that of preparing andor
manual fo students which

duplicating materials for student use which are coordi
coorde
0a
26
bated with those he uses for instruction
nated
from information gathered in the authors survey
was
a
were
few books and
only
discovered
there
that
it
articles written on the actual language psychology
grammar

and development of ameslan
amerlan signs

amerlan are
the three most noted authors on ameslan
william C stokoe jr louie J fant jr and willard J
who
use
madsen
however
understood
those
is
that
it
ameslan
amerlan best are the deaf themselves
when all of the books surveyed are examined some
interesting facts are brought to light most interesting
is that most books were designed to teach hearing people
and not the deaf
also most of these books are for
teaching english and not the ameslan
amerlan or language of the

deaf

all

signs could be
classified into four main methods of organization
9 fi
26

p

i

of the books and

articles

on

babbini manual communication

for students
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one type of sign language book

is divided

according to subject such as fingerspelling
finger spelling time words
and phrases common foods and drinks train noun
versus train verb etc this type of book is divided
according to signs which have meanings in common examples
are signs for animals grouped together or various signs

for the

same

verb

such as

go

another method of organization is grouping signs
together that have similar characteristics no matter
signs with the same hand shape may
what their meaning
be one chapter or signs with the same location as
around the nose may be grouped together in another
NADs A basic course
lesson A book of this type is the NAD
in manual communication
A third method or type of sign language book is a
dictionary of signs it may be a dictionary with alphabetical english words assigned to the signs or a
dictionary of signs put in order of the similarity of
where they originate or are located
this second type
of dictionary is also subdivided into sign shapes at
various locations followed by the sign action or movement

fourth type of sign language book and rare
indeed is not a dictionary of signs but rather a book
on how to put signs together the way deaf people do
this
fourth area is not concerned with vocabulary development
A
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but rather with the structure of the american sign
language

the author has researched the field he has
discovered that comparatively little on the american sign
language has been written louie fants book on ameslan
amerlan
is the only one of its kind dr william C Sto
stokoes
koes
stokles
27
approaches to
dictionary american sign language
9R
28
gp
gn language
and sign language
semiotics and human sign
Langua
si agn
As

structure

visual communication systems
29
of the american deaf are the main references for most of
ameslan
amerlan
the articles written on Ame
slan
however in the american annals of the deaf there
are some helpful articles on the structure and grammar of
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
amerlan as a separate
with new emphasis now on ameslan
language more is being stressed about its syntax and
grammar that the signs
until now the signs have been
corrupted in trying to make them conform to the english
27

william

C

language
1965

an outline of the

Cro
neberg and
croneberg
dorothy C casterline carl C cronenberg
on ary
american sign
dictionary
stokoe jr dicti
diati
gallaudet college press
washington DC

9R
28

mouton

stokoe semiotics and human sign language
belgium NICI printers ghent 1972
29

sign language structure studies in
occasional paper 8 buffalo new york

stokoe

linguistics

university of buffalo

1960
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losing much of the original meaning and
simplicity and only confusing the deaf themselves
in the publications of stokoe and fant they
describe the classes they are now offering in Ame
anesian
slan
and how they are teaching it as a distinct foreign lan
guage separate from other sign language courses and
programs
colleges and universities are now beginning
to offer accredited classes on a limited basis in ameslan
amerlan
as qualified personnel appear to teach this uniqie
unicie
subject
who
know
by
recommended
strongly
those
is
it
anesian that the deaf themselves be involved in teaching
ameslan
amerlan
to the hearing their own native tongue of Ame
slan when
a hearing person has mastered Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan he can then
converse with those deaf who prefer ameslan
amerlan over some
stiglish
siglish
other form of Si
glish
although the various signed english forms of
comming more and more popular
be
manual communication are becomming
among hearing educators of deaf children ameslan
amerlan is and
30
always has been the real natural language of the deaf
therefore the purpose of the church mormon in
teaching its religious philosophies will be best accom
accod
plishek
plished in adopting the ameslan
amerlan approach in training
grammar

30

sign language and bilingualism
ap 154 172
semiotics and human sign language pp
stokoe
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missionaries at the

LTM

TRAINING OF RELIGIOUS

interpreters

ined in chapter 1 of this thesis a religious
def
defined
interpreter is one who is highly skilled with special
As

training in religious teachings service procedure
religious signs and terminology for each religion
although a person may be trained in sign language and has
had a course or two in stiglish
siglish or sign language idioms
he is not a qualified interpreter until he is able to
communicate
accurately co
tunicate with all manual deaf people
in
brief the goal of training religious interpreters at
the language training mission is so they can interpret
in total communication with a broad background of
ex
experience
perlen ce this should include interpreting by involving
perien
experient
experien
many

different interpreting situations

and more

spec-

alss
ifically teaching the eight missionary
lonary discussions to the
lss conary
m

4

deaf

there is a difference between being able to
Ante
tween a
communicate in Ame
between
anteslan
ameslan
amerlan
bet
slan
sian and interpreting it bee
deaf person and another with hearing therefore along
ameslan
amerlan
with the teaching of Ame
slan the missionary must learn
to interpret if he is to function in his calling as soon
as he arrives in the field
in developing a program for training interpreters
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several points should be kept in mind louie fant mentions
that there are four important points to remember in the
31
training of interpreters
first of all he believes the most critical skill
the interpreter must have is the ability to think as a
deaf person thinks
the difference between english and
Ame
thinking like a deaf person
ameslan
amerlan
slan or deafness
means primarily to structure or to pattern ones thought
process as the deaf person does perhaps it is more
accurate to say to structure ones thinking like a deaf
any translator would be considered a fool if
persons
he pretended to be skilled in translating a language
which he had barely learned

we

must keep in mind the

vast difference between knowing a language and being
amerlan must be
able to interpret it that is why ameslan
learned and thoroughly understood by those in the LTM
fant stokoe and madsen are all agreed that the top
interpreters in any type of signed
flight literal interpreter
english are expert because of their background fluency
ameslan
amerlan
slan there is a carry
in Ame
carev
carrv over or transfer of skill
the second hallmark of training excellent interpreters is the ability to empathize with deaf people
.44

31

jr

thoughts on the
training of interpreters
received at the summer work1972
shop at california state university northridge 1972.

louie J fant

some
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this

may seem

the same as to think like a deaf person

an
even
though
interpreter
in
is
that
different
it
ameslan
amerlan
slan he falls short of
is sufficiently fluent in Ame
total communication with the deaf if he cannot feel what
the deaf person is feeling

but

in order to be able to empathize with deaf people
one must first develop a deep and sincere respect for

orientation to the unique differences
what the limitations of deafness are and its effects in
every situation is a must for part of the training program
of interpreters failing this all else is futile the
whole structure of the training program collapses if it
fails to promote this empathy and respect
mr fant also comments that another important
ingredient for empathy is a healthy personality on the
part of the interpreter
oreter himself he must accept himself
inter
interoreter
hang ups
he
for what he is and overcome any personal hangups
them

There
therefore
forer
forel

must be able to cope with himself

first

third point to remember in the training of
interpreters is that the ability to dramatize ideas is a
must
the interpreter has to learn how to use his entire
body to express himself
he must be able to visualize
physicalize
ideas and physic
alize them as in creating body pictures
to convey ideas therefore a training program should
definitely include practice in mime and acting this
A
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training should include

non

signing as well as signed

pantomimus
panto mimes
pantomimes

finally the training program should include
observation of skilled interpreters since there are so
few master interpreters it is not feasible to do this
in live situations films of master signers of anesian
therefore have to be developed louie fant who
is a master interpreter himself declared that he learned
more about interpreting from watching master interpreters
than from
f rom any other single source
therefore in order to completely communicate
with the deaf an interpreter must be able to
1
think like a deaf person
would

2

empathize with deaf people

3

dramatize his ideas and
observe master interpreters

4

32

in training interpreters the language capabilities
of the deaf must be understood
if the deaf person is
functioning at a low level of english proficiency either
because of a lack of education or experience the inter
preter must be able to translate english idioms and

figures of speech into understandable Ame
anesian
slan on the
other hand if it is for a capably educated deaf person
32

ibid
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amerlan would be unnecessary and
this translation into ameslan
possibly insulting that is why another important part
of any training program should be a thorough introduction
into the education which deaf people typically receive
this would give the interpreter a knowledge of the
linguistic handicap methods of teaching english speech
lipreading
lip
reading and the types of school settings which would
include psychological vocational and social problems

deaf people encounter
it should also include the physical aspects of
deafness the biological phenomenon such as the anatomy
anu
ano
and physiology of hearing the causes of deafness and
remedi ability of deafness et cetera
the remediability
all this information need not be studied in depth
spreter must be aware of these areas to be
rpreter
interpreter
but the int
functioning satisfactorily and sympathetically among deaf
people
there are also other factors to be considered in
the training of religious interpreters there are the

physical factors of background clothing lighting seating
arrangement size of signs ambidexterity and so on
these other factors of interpreting will be considered in
the course outline as it is developed in chapter 3 of

this thesis
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the purpose of surveying the material on training
interpreters was to gain all possible information on
religious interpreting and to discover the best possible
approach in developing a course curriculum in conjunction
with the teaching of ameslan
amerlan at the LTM the goal of
the course when fully developed is to produce missionaries
capable of teaching the gospel lessons upon their arrival
in the field after the LTM training period this can be
eer
cer interpreters and deaf people
done only by using mast
master
anesian
slan
skilled in Ame
at this point we need to clarify the term
interpreter in the religious setting he must be able
adapts
adapt
to assess the teaching situation and effectively adaptz
to

it

communicate
col
limunicate the
in order for the missionary to coi
gospel message he needs to be able to sign at any level
of communication with whomever he meets
this of course
thes
on
thel
to
will include reverse interpreting in addition
additi the
possibility of having a deaf companion whose conversation
he must put into english for hearing people he may also
be called upon in homes or church meetings to interpret
personli or family members
into english for guests of a deaf perso
who have deaf relatives
the author has concluded from the above discussion
from researching various other materials and from
1

arditi
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interviews held with expert interpreters that the book to
be recommended for the training of interpreters in this
project should be the new york university curriculum
33
project guide for interpreter
the book used
Intern reter training
for this guide was interpreting for deaf people edited by
stephen P quigley and published by the US department of
34
health education and welfare
the material in the curriculum guide for interpreter training was a cooperative endeavor dr lottie
Ricken
hof formerly of the deafness research and training
rickenhof
center of new york university and now dean of women at
gallaudet college washington DC did much of the
preliminary work in the area of interpreter training
type meetings were held bi weekly
workshop
weckl y for about four
weekl
workshoptype
months by
bv the members of the metropolitan new york chapter
of the registry of interpreters for the deaf NY RID metro
who contributed greatly
greatlv to the project
in august of 1972 at a two day meeting in long
beach california which was co sponsored by the deafness
33

martin LA sternbery carol C tipton and
jerome D schein curriculum guide for interpreter
yorkony
Yor kNY
NY
yorkny
training new york
deafness research and
training center school of education new york univer-

sity

1973
34

US department of health education and
welfare interpreting for deaf people report of a
workshop on interpreting portlant
portlast
Port lant maine 1965
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research and training center and dr ray L jones of
llor
ZIor
northridge
thridge the curriculum
california state university at ilor
guide was examined in detail by a panel of national
experts in interpreting and interpreter training the
universities and training centers involved in the
evaluation and revision in this meeting were gallaudet
college washington DC national technical institute
for the deaf rochester NY delgado college new
I
learing and speech center
orleans la the calliar
callear hearing
East
dallas texas lee college bastfield
field texas st paul
eastfield
technical and vocational institute st paul minn the
regi
regl stry of interpreters
university of minnesota the registry
for the deaf denver community college denver colo
111
and
the university of illinois urbana lii
in addition
iii
ill
a number of unaffiliated experts were present
many valuable suggestions for the guide resulted
from the meeting in long beach and they were incorporated
into the guide whenever possible
guide
concluded
curriculum
the
for
is
that
it
up
and
most
upto
to date
training is the best
interpreter trai
bes
information on the training of interpreters of which
interpreting in the religious setting is a full section
figure 1 gives an overview of the total inter

preter training

program

all interpreting activities

are governed by several factors

these appear as the

60

figure 1
schematic representation of interpreter training
program deafness research and
training centre new york
university
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periphery or rim around the diagram these governing
35
factors may be referred to as constants
within the periphery of the diagram lie a number
of specific settings the ones mentioned including the
religious setting in which this thesis is most interested
are the most common but by no means all the possible
settings in which an interpreter is called upon to
may be referred to as
function these settings maybe
36
vvariables
a ri a ble-s
sections 11
II to VII of the curriculum guide cover
the governing factors or constants these constants
comprise the basics for any course in interpreting
these six topics can be regarded as a prerequisite leading
into the specific settings that are dealt with in depth
37
TH
in sections VI
VIII
vill through XIV
vili
section 1I the introduction is divided into two
parts the first general orientation to deafness and
the second the communication skills picture
the last section before the bibliographies
or the
interpreters
for
section XV discussed the registry of inte
irp reters firpreters
deaf even though the curriculum guide is not set up on a
35

guide for
36

curriculum
curk 1 culum
sternbery tipton and schein curr

interpreter training
ibid

37

p

ibid

i
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professional
drofessional basis

certificate

it

should lead to the issuance of a

this should qualify the
successful candidate for certification by the registry of
interpreters for the deaf
the training units
units in the curriculum guide are
of competence

as follows

princy
princi
ple
pie of interpreting
interi2reting
principles
principle
part sequence
A

1I

and 11
II

A

two

laboratory in interpreting offered during
the first half of the program and concurrently with part
1I of the principles of interpreting
C
practicum in interpreting offered during
the second half of the program and concurrently with
part 11
II of principles of interpreting
the description of the course is given in detail
within the curriculum guide however it must be realized
that adaptation and change must occur to adapt the course
to the LTM learning period
in addition to the highly successful program
B

this curriculum guide which made up the backbone of
the proposed LTM course outline there are also other
materials to be used by the author which are referred to
from

in the bibliography
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LANGUAGE

development

AT THE LTM

since the course outline being developed is for
use at the language training mission it is necessary to
explain what the LTM is and describe some of its functions
the missionary language training program in
operation at brigham young university is at present an
eight week plan for a missionary to learn enough in a
foreign tongue to begin doing missionary work the plan
includes
include instruction in presentation of the gospel lessons
which missionaries must memorize
the lessons consist of
hypothetical dialogues with investigators
the language training mission of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints mormon began at
brigham young university in the fall of 1961
sixteen
provo
came
to
utah to learn spanish before
missionaries
departing for their mission assignments now the provo
LTM teaches more than three thousand missionaries a year
A new complex of several buildings is under construction
at BYU exclusively for the LTM with a projected completion
date of july 1976 at that time the other two LTMs at
byuhawaii
hawaii
burg idaho and at the BYU
rexburg
redburg
ricks college in Rex
campus at laie oahu
bahu hawaii will be combined with the
one
twentyone
one in provo
at present there are at least twenty
different foreign languages being taught at the three LTMs
SI

A
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in the language training missions of the church
are regular full time missionaries under the supervision
of the missionary committee

facility
at BYU was announced in december of 1973 church officials
pointed out that it is being constructed at BYU to take
when

the

new

language training mission
1

advantage of the extensive language capacity and large

scale institutional operations upon completion BYU will
manage the center under the
he direction of the first presiL

L

dency of the church

in addition to its large language faculty there
are 7500 returned missionaires
mission aires presently attending the
university as students many of whom are fluent in
foreign languages and available to assist in teaching
L

these and their cultures
when the new LTM complex is completed the
university will provide the management for the self
contained housing food service laundry building
maintenance

and

other services

the LTM is organized with a full time mission
presidency of three part time assistant administrators
branch presidents teacher supervisors teachers and
full time missionaries who are students for the eight
fulltime
week period spent there
within the LTM are thirteen branches such as the
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german branch

the french branch several spanish branches
et cetera each branch contains approximately fifty
missionaries within each branch are several districts
comprised of about ten missionaries each
the method of instruction at the LTM might best

missionary
mls
missional
missiona
slona
siona conversational approach
described as the mis
its main concern is a basic acquisition of at least two
1
of the fundamental skills of language learning
understanding and 2 speaking the new language this
method combines elements from several schools of language
instruction but leans heavily upon principles of junction
grammar and the
ch traditional group audio lingual approach
tche
the approach is basically a cognitivie one it lets ache
the
missionary see and understand what is going on at all
times
in thatt
that way the missionary is not just repeating
nonsense sounds but is learning things which will be put
38
to use
when studying a language a linguist has certain
methods of eliciting arranging and analyzing data in
order to write a descriptive grammar or analysis one
method is the programmed approach to learning adapted by
the LTM for use in the rapid learning of a foreign language
be

1

00
38

J morton rapid learning of
dr ermel
rmel
language summer sign institute p 27
1
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materials are arranged with the english meanings along
side or below the foreign sentences
the instructional program used at the LTM is geared
for individual instruction and study as well as for group
instruction eight hours a day are used in group study
and instruction
the remaining three to four hours are
for the individual study and instruction the missionary
finds the methods of study from those outlined and
prescribed that suit him best he then proceeds to
memorize his language materials by those methods
the
help
teacher is always available for consultation and heip
hell
heii
heil
all of the new model course texts used at the LTM
in provo have a standardized lesson format in order for
the missionary to fully utilize his language text in his
study at the language training mission he is made aware
of the lesson format in the introductory section of the
book

this lesson format consists of four major sections
1
4

performance tasks
task
39
performance

2

conversation

3

tools

and

satt
conver
conversatt
sail ional
sall
conversational
lonal
lonai topics based
tasks are conversant

P
performancez

39

eros
ros
espanol para Mision
prepared and published
mislon
misioneros
misione
kisione
by the language training mission of the church of jesus
provo
young
brigham
day
of
utah
saints
latterday
christ
latter

university

1974

p

i
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on the most important language needs

for missionaries in
the field these performance tasks are also the lesson
objectives and an aid in using the necessary grammar parts
to be ttclaught
taught
aught in the survey of the various model texts
used at the LTM it was found that the average was forty
lessons in the level 1I and 11
II books although all the
texts started off with the same performance tasks in
lesson one the different languages soon changed in the
lesson arrangements some performance tasks found in
lesson six of one text are found in lesson eleven of
another it is interesting to note however that at least
c
he performance tasks are the same
ninety percent oofl che
the
for all languages
the conversation section is designed to be a
review and expansion of skills learned in the previous
lesson this section has a short dialogue with the
english translatoin serving as a springboard into
expanded conversational activities
adion
idiomatic
idion abic
atic expressions
grammar
new
a
and
sometimes
are introduced
uced
principle is
rod
roduced
reduced
in
presented and later expanded in the lesson in addition
and
presents
orthographic information
phonetic
the
it
accent
abc ent
the
essential to the acquisition of an acceptable acc
dialogue serves as the pronunciation and spelling section
of the unit also in this section the missionaries move
from the model dialogue into a conversational activity
ehe
C

L

L
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which

hing
generaling
generating
ling language rather than parroting
stresses genera

a dialogue

the tools section provides the grammar and vocabulary needed to achieve the performance tasks it is
designed to build fluency vocabulary and creativity
through the use of language trees drills conversational
activities questions controlled conversation and rule
application
in order to facilitate analysis of a language a
linguist arranges his language materials so that he can
compare minimally differing items
hhas
ets
the LTM at BYU hels
done this through the concept of language trees
the
object of this module approach is to provide the
prehensive
comprehensive
beginnings of a simple but com
rehensive framework or
ELS

acre can be
language
lanau
data or any lanou
lanauacre
organized or elaborated and thereby learned rapidly
the framework provides a way of pinpointing and talking
about structural relationships and of representing them
graphically although this language tree module maps
only english sentences in its explanation the same
kinds of relationships exist in all languages
the module
deals with language universals the principles that
underlie the way in which all languages have been found
to operate therefore the learning to read a map of
english will train the missionary to read a similar map

model within which the

A
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40

is to learn
in studying the different facets or levels of
language one can obtain a clear picture of how language
works where languages differ and where they are alike
of the

new

language he

the grammar in the tool section provides
linguistic information which enables the missionary to use
his cognitive perception discernment discrimination
powers as well as his imitative talents
the tool section
is designed to develop competence in the new language
in the presentation of grammar it is given
clearly and with simple explanations when necessary As
it is vital the missionary understand the grammatical
concepts instructions are given to teachers at the LTM
in methodology
various drills are explained in teacher training
so that effective
ive learning can take place on the part of
effect
effec lve
the missionary substitution drills question answer
controlled conversation and personalized questions are
used under this section of the model texts
the purpose of substitution drills are mainly to
present verib
verb and adjective inflections and new vocabulary
the question answer drill is considered the minimal unit
of conversation a form which most quickly gives the
L

L

40.
40

ibid

p

xix
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missionary the sense of being able to communicate con
trolled conversation and the personalized questions are
the core of the tool section this determines whether
the missionary has grasped and internalized the new
ramma tical patterns
an
grammatical
provides
opportunity
also
9rammatical
it
cor
communication
to practice grammar in meaningful con
nunication

the final major section of the model course iis
performance
this section is designed to be a review
and to check competence in performing the tasks outlined
at the beginning of the lesson this section usually
includes the subdivisions of reviews and generation of
conversation
A fifth major area in the lesson format
but
appears
peare
pears rmainly in the first part of the texts
which ap
is pronunciation difficult words are explained and
then practice drills are given so that a natural fluency
1I

in the language can be attained
lve lessons a review module is
after each five
ive
provided which outlines a review of those lessons
each
module consists of a short quiz which will help the teacher
determine specific areas in which the missionaries need
programmc
programmedd review containing various activities
review A programma
is designed to help the teacher strengthen and review
materials already covered
L
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of the basic texts have instructional
endix which are designed to help
aa
andor an appendix
a2 bendix

all

most

activities

the teacher create mini lessons on advanced grammar or
as a review of materials covered in the basic or level 1I
and 11
II

parts

for those parts of the language not covered in the
basic texts which are to be completed during a missionarys
stay at the LTM a level 111
provided
text
in all the
is
III
ili
model
course
model course languages
book
this level 111
III
ili
is not basic
basicl but advanced material to be learned by
basial
missionaries after their arrival in their fields of
labor this is after they have finished learning and
memorizing the eight missionary discussionss entitled
441
1
esS
the material
the uniform system for teaching families
Famili
developed
to
help
text
in the level
missionaries
is
levei 111
III
lil
lii
build on the foundation they received at the language
training mission and is to lead them to fluency in the
language

every

interesting

fifth unit in the

text ends with

an

and challenging essay about the people the

missionary will be teaching
41

advanced

this is

done

in

an

attempt

the uniform system for teaching families salt
lake city utah corporation of the president of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints deseret
press
1973
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to help the missionaries make the transition from their
own way of life to that of the foreign culture
several
different aspects of their customs values and traditions
are presented it is hoped that these essays will help
the missionaries be more effective in their work to avoid
embarrassing
embarassing
embar assing or tragic sinuc
xtions and to help them gain
situc
situations
a greater love for the people
at the LTM a supplementary phase of the missionary
plan includes conversational periods based on the showing
of slides of the country where the target language is to
be spoken
the slides are selected as suitable for use
in developing conversation about certain subjects the
of what missionaries do in
slides show scenes typical
t
the foreign field of labor the teachers show the slides
and develop free conversation about what is shown on the

slides
in class the teachers use pictures and have the
students prepare short talks about what is shown on the

pictures

this brief explanation of the language training
mission and

its functions

has been shown to give the

basic principles of rapid language learning
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conclusions
from the previous three areas of discussion in

this chapter the following conclusions have been made
these conclusions will be used as recommendations for the
developmen and design of the ameslan
amerlan level 1I
creation development
and 11
II course outline proposed for further development
and use at the LTM in provo utah
IC

the objectives methods

and procedures used

in

teaching
leaching
eaching manual communication skills should be based
upon
v7ing references
vking
following
unon
udon the follo
1
A basic course in manual communication
reA D
vised edition published by the NAD
2
conversational sign language 11
II an inter
L

14

mediate advanced manual by willard J madsen
P
an
to
american sign
introduction
slan
sian
merican
reslan
language by louie J fant jr
4
expres
espres
spelling for
fingerspelling
expressive
sive and receptive Finger
M
He
by
hearing
guillory
adults
lavera
arinS
unc
urc
summer
A report of the
S
5
untlaiter
ltiter sign institute
institute for the preparation of teachers of manual
communication and structuring
structure
Struc
turl programs for the deaf in
turi
structuri
adult education put out by the department of special and
rehabilitation education san fernando valley state
college now california state university northridge
3

Ai
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
aireslan
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language of signs

rs
struc
tors
structors
structo
strucko

8

by stokoe
9

stokoe

E

babbini
Finger
spelling and the
fingerspelling
course of study outline for students

manual communication

language of signs

barbara

A

by barbara

7

by

n g and the
Finger
spelling
fingerspelling
fingerspe11
th e
course of study outline for in

manual communication

6

E

A

babbini
american sign language authored

dictionary

casterline

croneberry
Cron ebery
and cronebery

semiotics and

human

sign
slan
sian language by william

C

jr

the material that should be consulted on interpreter training is sternbery tipton and Sc
scheans
scheins

heins

curriculum guide for interpreter training
of the deafness
train
research and training center school of education new
york university
this curriculum guide is based largely
governor
upon the text interpreting
people
deaf
interp
intern eting for

baxter state school for the deaf portland
27

maine

uly
ijuly

7-

1965

the level 1I and 11
II model course text used at the
LTM in teaching rapid learning will be used as the main
amerlan course
format and organization of the proposed ameslan
i
ng conclusions are made
following
follow
outline the
1
the lesson format explanation and level 1I
are standard in the various model texts
language trees
and will be identically included in the ameslan
amerlan text
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like language trees a section on dactylology
will be included in level 1I of the course outline
3
performance tasks will be stated in the same
manner as found in the various model texts but arrangement
of these lesson objectives may be changed this will
2

depend upon information gathered in teaching sign language

in the training of interpreters
4
the conversation section as a review and
he previous lesson will
expansion of skills learned in the
bepen
not be included in the course outline since it is depen
dent upon the actual development of the course the short
dialogues that appear in this section are similar throughout the different texts adaptation to the proposed
ameslan
amerlan text will not be difficult
5
the tools section that provides the grammar
and vocabulary needed to achieve the performance tasks
will appear in the chapter three syllabus under the heading
of grammar and tools the vocabulary list for each lesson
will not be included since it depends upon the development
vocabulary lists do exist in the
of the dialogues
various sign language texts and will be combined for use
amerlan course
in the development of the actual ameslan
6
the final major section of the model course
text is performance it will not be outlined in the
syllabus it will be developed along with the conversation
and

L
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section
the pronunciation section which is included
grammar
gr
ammar and tools
appear
some
under
of the lessons will
in
l line
in the course ououtline
8
review modules will be outlined in the syllabus
svllabus
9
instructional activities andor appendices
7

which appear in the
and

outlined

five language texts will be combined

CHAPTER 3
THE COURSE OUTLINE

or
this chapter contains the course outline ffor
Ante
amie
anie
ameslan
amerlan
the rapid learning of anteslan
slan
sian american sign language
at the language training mission in provo utah it is
made up of an introduction a description of the level 1I
and 11
II model text currently used at the LTM a section
on dactylology fingerspelling
finger spelling an outline of the

performance tasks andgrammar
and grammar and tools of the
nine lessons proposed and discussed in chapter

outline of the review

modules and appendix

thirty
2ay
2y

the

and an
summary

conclusions and recommendations of the thesis will be
presented in chapter 4
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introduction
the purpose of this course outline is to encourage
the later development and use of a course in the teaching
amerlan the american sign language at the language
of ameslan
provo
utah presently there is no
training mission in
program offered to train missionaries to teach the eight
discussions to the deaf who use sign language and finger
spelling to communicate
Ame
ined is the sign language used
ameslan
defined
amerlan
slan simply def
by typical deaf adults when communicating among themselves
whenever most deaf adults get together in an informal
used
amerlan as the most preferred method of
usei ameslan
setting they use
communication
it is the sign language with which they
feel most comfortable because they can express themselves
1
therefore the purpose of the church
best this way
mormon in teaching its religious philosophies will be
amerlan approach in the
best accomplished in adopting the ameslan
lt11i
training of missionaries at the LTM
only recently has anyone made indepth
in depth studies
semiotics therefore until
into the language of signs semeiotics
ame
1 an
e t today
ss
gallaudet
an t jr
ameslan
amerlan
gailand
gailaud
Jr
tod a
J Ffant
sian
lan
gallaudet college
washington DC
communication
office of alumni and public relations winter 1974 75

11
ou i e
loule
louie

p

i
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amerlan
recently most hearing people have thought of ameslan
as abbreviated english full of short cuts and pantomime
as with pidgin english or baby talk
but research and
investigation into Ame
ameslans
slans syntax and grammar by such
authorities as william stokoe and louie pant
fant has revealed
92
AnLe
amle
ameslan
anleslan
amerlan
slan
sian is a language in its own right
that ante
if english
amerlan could still exist for convenience
did not exist ameslan
however and due to the english american culture anesian
does incorporate english words via fingerspelling
finger spelling and
english speaking hearing
certain verbal expressions of englishspeaking

people

included with language trees in level 1I of the
proposed ameslan
amerlan course will be a section on dactylology
As it has been explained fingerspelling
ingerspel
spel
spei ling
finger
spelling
finger spelling
ffingerspelling
inger
is used by the deaf in various degrees missionaries must

skilled in dactylology so they can completely communicate
they may have to spell words that do not have signs
and words that they might not know or have forgotten
LTMDD is to make it
therefore the goal of the LTM

be

possible to teach all deaf people regardless of what sign
language they prefer to use if the missionaries know
ameslan
amerlan
ameslan they can easily communicate with those deaf who
ameila
preferences
2references
references of research by stokoe and fant are
2
chapter
of this the
in
thesis
is
listed
2
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english

often these individuals are
classified as low verbal or uneducated which is a
misnomer
the missionaries can also communicate with
siglish since
those deaf who prefer to use some form of stiglish
the missionaries already know english and also the basic
signs used in these various sign systems
this introduction to the course outline will not
by
be included when the course is completely developed
that time it is hoped that the above facts and comments
will be accepted and known as common knowledge
do not know

1

I

dactylology

it

finger spelling
truism that learning to read fingerspelling
is the most difficult task facing the student in his
attempts to learn to communicate manually with deaf
3
people
peohl
peopl
for this reason heavy emphasis is placed upon
P
finger spelling ability
the development of receptive fingerspelling
throughout the course the drills in finger
fingerspelling
spelling
dactylology are designed primarily to develop the ability
to read finger
spelling at full speed and secondarily to
fingerspelling
develop fluency in expressing oneself in fingerspelling
finger spelling

is

a

3barbara
cbarbara
barbara E babbini chapter IV teaching
Finger
ling manual communication finger
spelling
spel
spei
spelling and
fingerspelling
fingerspelling
fingerspel
the language of signs A course of study outline for
instructors urbana illinois university of illinois
1971

p

59
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the approach used in teaching dactylology is the
rochester method of instruction developed by edward L
scouten it is an oral multisensory
multi sensory procedure for
instructing deaf children in which the receptive medium
reading is simultaneously supplemented by
speechreading
of speech
4
finger spelling and auditory
fingerspelling
audito
in teaching
ardito ry amplification
hearing missionaries however a phonetic approach is
used instead of memorizing the hand positions of the
individual letters this approach is fairly recent it
was introduced in 1966 by lavera M guillory in her
Finger
spelling
fingerspelling
booklet expressive and receptive Fingers
fingersdellin
Dellin 9 for
5
hearing adults
finger spelling
the old and common approach to fingerspelling
began with the interested hearing person obtaining a
manual alphabet card from which he learned the twenty
twentysix
six
represent
resent the letters of
reD
different hand positions that ren
redresent
the alphabet then he learned to spell out words letter
4
4stephen
estephen

quigley editor I introduction
interpreting for deaf persons E terminology
inter
breting
preting for deaf people A report of a workshop on
interpreting governor baxter state school t for the deaf
7
27
portland maine july
washing
washington
271 1965
ton
washingt
lon DC
jux 727
educ
US department of he
education
lon and welfare social
ion
health
ith deduc
and rehabilitation service vocational rehabilitation
stephen

P

1

administration 1965 p 6
5guillory
guillory baton rouge louisiana
publishing division 1971

claitors
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by

letter

6

with constant practice a person could eventually
learn to spell and see words but in most cases the
person would spell out each word and would read finger

spelling letter

by

letter

never seeing whole nords

and

not reading with speeds
speed
morsie code
therefore like learning to receive morse
the person in this case the missionary is taught how
to see whole words at a time as if it were a sign itself
with complicated movement and not see letter for letter
this approach when effectively taught has proven so
extreme
extremely
lv successful that most places are now trying to
extremelv
incorporate the rochester method of Finger
fingerspelling
spelling for
hearing adults into their programs
the following outline is a compilation from the

following sources
and
Recen
Finger
receptive
spelling
fingerspelling
expressive
tive
for
recentive
retentive
x2ressive
hearing adults by lavera M guillory published by
rouge
publishing
baton
division
louisiana
claitors
2
Finger spelling
manual communteaching fingerspelling
agn
A
gn s
an gu g e 0off si
signs
Finger
spelling and the Llanguage
ication fingerspelling
fingeraelling
course of study outline for instructors by barbara E
babbini published by the institute for research on
1

E

6ibide
ibid

i

pa
p io
p0
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exceptional children of the university of illinois at
urbana

the manual alphabet manual communication
agns
A cour
course
se of
Finger spelling and the language
fin2erspelling
fingerspelling
lan aua of Ssigns
i gns
study outline for students by barbara E babbini published by the institute for research on exceptional children
of the university of illinois at urbana
440
aling
sp
yinger
einger
fingersp
fingersh
spelling
lling as an interpretive medium
fingerspelling
Finger
by edward A scouten ainn int
er t ing for deaf people
interpreting
chairman
irman of the workshop on
edited by stephen P quigley cha
3
30

interpreting at governor baxter state school for the deaf
portland maine this is a report it is published by
the US department of health education and welfare

social and rehabilitation services vocational rehabilitation administration washington DC
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dactylology
1I

11
II

introduction
A
definition of dactylology
B
Finger spelling
expressive fingerspelling
C
Finger spelling
receptive fingerspelling
D
reasons Finger
spelling must
fingerspelling
E
the approach

A

rules for teaching
1
preventing linking associations
2
attend to groups of letters

B

drills
2
3

ili

learned

NG FINGER
TEACHI
TEACHING
SPELLING
fingerspelling

1

111
III

be

vocalization drills
intensive drills
discrimination drills

C

remediation

D

tests

E

summary
SPELLING
FINGER
fingerspelling
Finger spelling
notes for the teacher of fingerspelling
cardinal rules
1
hand position
2
speni
speal
ling
fingerspelling
spelling
clarity of Finger
fingerspeal

LEARNING
A
B

88
3

speed of delivery

4

substitution of

5

Speech
reading and fingerspelling
speechreading
Finger spelling

words and phrases

other
aspects of delivery
1
facial expressions
2
dialogue spelling
3
natural fatigue
4
other physical factors
5
other
common faults in Finger
spelling
fingerspelling
1
letter spelling
2
other
plow
how
elov
hov to practice
6

C

D

E

IV

LESSONS
A

B
C
D

E

the first lesson and introduction to phonetical
Finger spelling
fingerspelling
mints for expressive Finger
spelling
fingerspelling
hints
Finger spelled words and sentences
reading fingerspelled
the use of phonetic combinations
basic phonetic elements in three letter
rhyming words

F
G

H

drills for three letter

words

practice in sentence form
drills for four
letter words
fourletter

89
1I

commonly used words

J

complimentary or courtesies

K

longer words
digraphs
prey
axes
prefixes
pref
ixes and suf
ixes
f axes
suffixes

L
M

V

VI

VII

N

syllabication

0

other

LETTER GROUP AND WORDS FOR INTENSIVE DRILLS IN
FINGER SPELLING
fingerspelling

situations

fingerspelling

FOR THE USE OF FINGER SPELLING

FINGER SPELLING
fingerspelling

AND

interpreting
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II description

AND 11
LEVEL 1I AAND

the following is a brief description of the level
1I and 11
II text used in the rapid teaching of languages
description of its
at the language training mission A adescription
use in the LTM is also explained within the following
description are recommendations for developing a text
format in Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
the text cover is identical for the various
languages
the title has the name of the language and
the words for missionaries spelled in that language
para
example
neros
espanol
Missio
under the title
missioneros
for
in english is written level 1I and 11
II
amerlan text it
in developing the cover for the ameslan
is recommended that the title should appear in finger
spelling signs the characters should be approximately
amerlan for missionaries
half an inch high with the letters ameslan
finger spelling should appear
the fingerspelling
under the characters
as if one were reading it from the observers point of
view

the

title

page

is also written in the foreign

the LTM is listed as the author and publisher
ante
amie
Anie
ameslan
amerlan
sian text the
slan
in developing the title page for the anieslan
Ame
appear
ameslan
amerlan
signs
with
pictures
should
the
slan
in
title
language

two

pictures

for

one

picture

missionaries

two

91

pictures

ameslan
amerlan
the words Ame
slan for missionaries should
appear under the pictures ameslan
amerlan actually contains
very little finger
spelling therefore the title page
fingerspelling
should be presented with pictures and not with finger
spelling as in the cover of the text
the cover is only
spelling to preserve the format of the other
fingerspelling
in finger

language texts
111
in the level lii
III
ili text the advanced manual taken
by the missionary into the field the title page should
appear in symbolic notation with the english translation

under

it

the preface of the model text is similar in the
various languages the preface as it should appear in
the anesian text is found in appendix E
the table of contents is also identical in the
amerlan text will follow
different language texts the ameslan
the same format
the next part of the model text is an english
explanation of language trees
the outline of this
section is as follows
A

LANGUAGE TREES

1I

11
II

introduction
LEVELS OF LANGUAGE
A

level

1

the real world

92
B
C
D

ili

111
III

IV

comcepts
concepts and sentence formation

3

putting

4

the spoken or signed word

it all

together

PARTS OF SPEECH
A

noun

B

verb

C

adjective

D

adverb

E

preposition

4atical operations
A
adding things together
B
predicating

GRA
grammatical

C

V

level
level
level

2

modifying

DRAWING TREES
A

the basic sentence diagram

B

F

adjective modifying a noun
prepositional phrase modifying a noun
adverb modifying the predicate
prepositional phrase modifying the predicate
prepositional phrase modifying verb

G

TO BE

C
D

E

verb
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VI

PRACTICE
A
B

sentence
the
in
fill
diagram these sentences

the complete section on language trees may be
copied exactly as it is found in the various texts with
the following few exceptions
1
in the introduction to language trees a
sentence in the first paragraph reads finally we
speak or write with the purpose of communicating
this sentence should be changed to read finally we
speak write or sign with the purpose of communicating
2
also in the introduction and elsewhere the
words spanish german or some other language name
Ante
Ame
ameslan
should be changed to the word anteslan
amerlan
sian
slan
3
concepts and sentence
under IIB level 2
formation a sentence reads for example people in
america spain and latin america would have basically
the same concept of the object in figure 1I
this
sentence changes according to the language being taught
and should appear in the proposed am
ameslan
amerlan
sian
slan text as for
example people in america or any other country whether
hearing or deaf would have basically the same concept
of the object in figure 1I
4
under IID level 4 the spoken or written
word the title should be changed to say
level 4 the

94

written or signed word
5
sentence
under
above
topic
also the farst
the
first
irst
should state we will stress the ssigned
i sqed
saed or spoken
language because this will be the most useful to you
following the section on language trees the
lessons are presented before explaining their format
however it should be noted that the section on dactylology should be included at this point between language
trees and the lessons
A detailed explanation of the lesson format and
en
spolspoken

appendix

is

at the

found under the heading of

in chapter
this course outline appears

ment

LTM

2

language develop

of the thesis in which
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LESSON ONE

performance

TASKS

introduce yourself and respond to an introduction
say hello and good bye in a variety of ways
ask someone how he is and respond correctly to
the same question
tell how you feel to include being happy sad
hot cold hungry tired and homesick
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

general orientation to deafness
parts of a sign
putting signs together
explanation of hand positions

positions
word description of signs in lesson one vocabulary
greetings and goodbyes
feelings
explanation of name signs
positive and negative statements
how you feel
idiomatic expressions

illustration of

hand
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LESSON TWO

performance

TASKS

respond to basic classroom commands
amerlan signs and idioms
ask for meanings of ameslan
amerlan
ask how to sign a concept in ameslan

ask someone to sign or finger
fingerspell
spell slower to
crepea
repea
repeat a sign or re
spell a word or to write
respell
L

L

something down

identify classroom items such as
chair paper and dictionary
name a few basic mission related

pen

book

table
tabie
tabler

nouns such as

teacher missionary companion bible book
of

mormon

and gospel

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

A

brief history of sign language

how

to remember signs

spelling
fingerspelling
exercises for signing and Finger
word descar
eption
lption of signs in lesson two vocabulary
description
descr
common

classroom commands and phrases

copying questions
copying answers
your
s
heie
helps
language hele
hel
hei
live
V
hels
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LESSON THREE

performance

TASKS

talk about the
of
name

books in the

bible and the book

mormon

the presidents of the church and
current general authorities

many

of the

use the rochester method of Finger
spelling
fingerspelling
know how

to fingerspell
finger spell

all the

names of

the elders

in your class

spell

any word

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

definition of dactylology
reasons for learning

cardinal rules

faults
to practice

common

how

word

description of letters in lesson three
vocabulary

illustration

of

letters

Finger
fingerspelling
spelling program

I1
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LESSON FOUR

performance

TASKS

find out where

tell
tell

a person

is

from

ron
where you are from
f rom
someone you are going

to various locations

different cities or states
use the names of cities states

and

countries in

describing where you your family and your
friends live
use the names of various nationalities to determine
a per
persons
sonts origin
personts
AND
GRAMMAR MAID
mald TOOLS

description of signs in lesson four vocabulary
geographical locations states cities
countries
an introduction to ameslan
amerlan and stiglish
siglish
the sight line
word

pronouns
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LESSON FIVE

perfopvmance
performmce

TASKS

count from one to twenty
twentyfive
five in two different ways

sign numbers from one to sixty
tell and ask exact time of day
sign any kind of number
describe simple mathematical problems
tell time exact time of day time in the past
present and future
tell dates
describe the meaning and use of time indicators
discuss events of the previous day morning etc
explain how long you have been in a certain place
or have been doing something tell how long
you will remain where you are
GRAMMAR
GRALMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson five vocabulary
25
formal counting 1125
most common way

1

25

c
numbers
number 25 60

telling

time

time indicators

fractions

and decimals

basic mathematical signs

100
loo
PREVIEW MODULE 1
REVIEW
I

lessons 1155
sign vocabulary test
controlled conversation

spelling syllabification
spelling quiz
supplementary tools
100
numbers 60
60100

various ways of signing numbers
learning sign language as a missionary
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LESSON SIX

performance

TASKS

name

the days of the week
discuss the basic missionary activities at the
language training mission such as studying
language and the scriptures prayer eating
recreation writing letters singing

explain how and where you do the above
formulate questions to solicit information about
activities that occur during the week where
they take place and who will be involved
GRAMMAR
GRAIIMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson six vocabulary
days of the week
neek

other day words
A

brief

overview of the grammar of ameslan
amerlan

question forms
questions with interrogative words

102
LESSON SEVEN

performance

TASKS

ask someone for the location of important places
such as businesses services hospital church
and landmarks

tell

to find the above
describe how to find important places using a map
tell someone that you are going to various
locations same city or area
tell directions while traveling
follow directions
name well known professions such as medicine
dentistry law engineering politics and
request information
skilled trades and reques
someone how

L

about them
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson seven
vocabulary

well known professions
wellknown
compass
om
ompass
pass directions
kompass
general directions

directional prepositions
using numbers in giving directions
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continued
practice with direction finding
f
telling someone where to go

LESSON SEVEN

skills

while
waile
unlie traveling in a car
ualle
amerlan
prepositions in ameslan
LESSON EIGHT

performance

TASKS

describe the signs for money and signs related
to money
describe how to manage a bank account
money
manage
how
on a mission and how to
to
tell
organize a budget
pay your bills such as lights water rent
c
gro
laundry and groceries
cerin
groceril
ceril s
go shopping ask for prices and know the names
comdon items you may need to buy
of common
purchase needed items in a clothing store
give instructions for the type of haircut you
desire
name the various floors of a building
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson eight
vocabulary
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continued

LESSON EIGHT

adjectives and verbs
vocabulary needed for buying clothes
vocabulary of items found in a bookstore
drugstore and a department store

money

nouns

a

idiomatic expressions
money and numbers

comparative values of money
possessive pronouns
LESSON NINE

performance

TASKS

obtain certain services such as repairing shoes
getting keys made and having suits cleaned
describe malfunctions of your car bike watch
tape recorder clothing and shoes
talk about getting repairs
describe major events in american history
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

description of signs in lesson nine vocabulary
describing past events in ameslan
amerlan
movement in signs
sigris
relational aspectual
quantitative and inflectional
word

review of money signs
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LESSON TEN

performance

TASKS

talk about modes of transportation
talk about where you go for meetings
m
a
car
1I assion
driving
mission
about
in
ssion field in
the
talk
the big city mission rules and regulations
facts and figures
times arrival times
discuss the fares departure timest
timist
and characteristics of various forms of trans
por
portation
tation such as car bus train boat
sortation
airplane
make travel preparations and arrangements
including buying tickets packing and weighing
and

bags

use reduplicating prepositional phrases to express
motion
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson ten vocabulary
transportational nouns
weight and measurements

transportational
portational verbs
trans
describe various modes of transportation
examples of the syntactical arrangement of signs
amerlan sentences
in ameslan

log
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II

REVIEW MODULE 11

10
lessons 6610
lessons 1155
Finger
fingerspelling
spelling quiz
phrase translation game

supplementary tools

syntactical arrangement
of signs in amerlan
ameslan structure
learning interpreting skills as a missionary
more examples of the
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LESSON ELEVEN

performance

TASKS

sign the names of common foods bought in a store
order a meal in a restaurant and buy food in a
grocery store

describe food preferences
describe eating habits and table manners
ask politely for things at the dinner table
make dinner conversation
say a blessing on the food
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson eleven
vocabulary

signs for food
vocabulary of dinner table signs
meals
form for blessing of the food

to ask for something
signing while eating
describe table manners in sign language

how
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LESSON TWELVE

performance

TASKS

give a prayer for class and meetings
say a personal prayer
drayer
draver
say and understand the sacrament prayer
give the baptismal prayer

describe the signs used in the temple while in
the temple
go through a temple session for the deaf
perform the ordinance of consecrating oil
anoint and seal the anointing when administering
to the sick
discuss the main responsibilities of some of the
priesthood offices such as passing the
sacrament blessing the sick and doing
missionary work
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson twelve
vocabulary

religious sects
general religious signs
signs relating to diety
signs for religious ordinances

names of
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continued
beginning prayer vocabulary

LESSON TWELVE

signs unique to the LDS church
differences in religious signs
in different parts of the country
in concept and meaning
pray
and amen
the difference between ask
beginning prayer patterns personal public
and sacramental

consecration of oil
anointing with oil sealing the anointing
LESSON THIRTEEN

performance

TASKS

conduct a church meeting

lead congregational singing
know the difference between talking in ameslan
amerlan
and singing in Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
give polite commands and properly respond to
them when given to you
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirteen
vocabulary
vocabulary needed in directing church meetings
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LESSON THIRTEEN

continued

other
the deaf sing
how to transpose a song into sign language
points to remember
religious versus non
religious singing
nonreligious

why and how

rules on conducting a church meeting
how to get a deaf persons attention and hold
command forms in ar
ameslan
amerlan
liesman
lieslan
how

it

the deaf dance without music
LESSON FOURTEEN

performance

TASKS

talk about personal articles such as

books

items

in pockets and purses and other items
tell of the different clothes you can wear as a
missionary and when they are appropriate
describe the various parts of clothing
discuss doing your laundry
discuss missionary dress standards such as hair
and grooming

ili
ill
LESSON FOURTEEN

continued

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

description of signs in lesson fourteen

word

vocabulary
mens
menis clothing
womens clothing

personal items
ameslan
amerlan semology
LESSON FIFTEEN

performance

tell

TASKS

are using predicate nouns
describe personal characteristics using predicate
who and what you

adjectives
name the parts of the body
describe arising in the morning including
shaving showering and brushing teeth
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson fifteen
vocabulary

parts of the body
predicate nouns describing character traits
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LESSON FIFTEEN

continued

predicate adjectives describing character

traits
signs used in and around the bathroom
some thoughts on the training of interpreters
REVIEW MODULE

15
password
1115
lessons 11
10
lessons 5510
signs vocabulary quiz
Finger spelling quiz
fingerspelling

tii

111
III
game

creativity
supplementary tools

the lords prayer
the difference between signing a prayer and
talking in signs
speeding up your signs
leading congregational singing
morphemes lexicon

113
LESSON SIXTEEN

performance

TASKS

including the names of rooms
and furnishings fixtures appliances
name the objects in your bedroom such as bed
sheets blankets bedspread pillow desk

talk about

a home

lights drawers closets
closels and curtains
describe getting up in the morning dressing and
straightening up the room
tell what relation someone in your family is to
L

you

describe your family where they live and

some

friendly
loving kind hearted tall short fat thin
cute rich
state names and ages of yourself and family
ccharacteristics
haracteri s tics such as

old young

members

use the names of

all the

family members

ie

law
father mother uncle sister brother in
inlaw

grandparents
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson sixteen
vocabulary
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continued
signs used in and around the house

LESSON SIXTEEN

names of rooms and

living

room

furniture

bedroom

dining

room

kitchen

basement

family

opposites grouped by hand position
ages in comparison

yesno
besno answers
LESSON SEVENTEEN

performance

TASKS

using sizes and colors give basic descriptions
of objects and people
describe and talk about common objects such as
books

writing materials clothing your

tell

of what each is made
give descriptions and personality traits of people
compare size
sizer
sizel appearance wealth et cetera
classroom

and

compare two or more

different ideas

GRAMMAR AND
aird TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson seventeen
vocabulary

colors
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continued
common
names of comm
on materials
adjectives of size and shape

LESSON SEVENTEEN

degrees of comparison
some
some exceptions
use of comparatives and superlatives
LESSON EIGHTEEN

performance

TASKS

talk about conditions of health
common
and
minor
injuries
sicknesses
list
talk about health precautions necessary both here
at the LTM and in the mission field
describe common first aid rules and
experiences with their uses

tell

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson eighteen
vocabulary
names of common

illness

ailments

and medicine

items in a hospital and

doctors office

expressions of health and feeling
facial expressions

ilg
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LESSON EIGHTEEN

continued

interpreting in the medical setting
statement of purpose
introduction to the medical setting

interpersonal relations

linguistics
LESSON NINETEEN

performance

tell
tell

TASKS

what you studied in school

about the different jobs or work you have
done

talk about things

you used to do

at

work

school

and play

ask investigators about what they used to do

before becoming acquainted with the church
discuss the school system of the deaf and how it
differs from that of the hearing school
system in the united

states

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson nineteen
vocabulary

list

of

common

school subjects
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continued
parttime
time jobs
various part

LESSON NINETEEN

sports
person signs requiring addition of er
person signs not requiring addition of er

politics

government and

the educational picture

A

handicap of

communication

achievement norms of the deaf population
colleges and university programs for the deaf
TIVIENTY
LESSON TWENTY

performance

TASKS

talk about the

gym

program

at the

LTM

ous sports activities
various
describe var
discuss sports that you have participated in
before
describe missionary preparation days diversion
4

days

and

their activities

describe actions in progress as opposed to those
not happening at the moment

talk about
report the
past

where you have been
main

points of an occurrence in the
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LESSON TWENTY

continued

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson twenty
vocabulary

action words and phrases
some verb problems in ameslan
stiglish
amerlan and siglish
prefixes and suffixes in siglish
stiglish
sequence activity with present progressive
actions in progress
ameslan
amerlan signs for concepts not words
some

REVIEW MODULE IV

lessons 16 20
15
1115
lessons 11
sign vocabulary quiz
finger spelling quiz
fingerspelling
supplementary tools

interpreter behavior
general consideration of ethical behavior
concepts of interpretor
interpreter and of interpreting
maintenance of standards of ethics and

ethics

and

proper behavior

total

involvement in the interpreting

situation
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REVIEW MODULE IV

continued

punctuality
an introduction to english idioms in the
language of signs

interpreting in the educational setting
TWENTY ONE
LESSON TWENTYONE

performance

TASKS

explain mission rules and duties of missionaries
relate things you can and cannot do as a missionary
discuss the importance of rules in missionary work
and in life
discuss strengths and weaknesses of missionaries
discuss various organizational duties of missionaries such as reporting to the DL and
mission president
GRAMMLAR
GRAMMAR AND

word

TOOLS

one
twentyone
description of signs in lesson twenty

vocabulary

english idioms in ameslan
amerlan
upa
take turns
take up
take hold of turn off
Client relationships
Interpreter
interpreterclient
general consideration of roles and relationships
aps
sh
relationships
relationsh
Relation ips between hearing and deaf companions
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LESSON TWENTY TWO

performance

TASKS

you
are going to do in the mission
what
others
tell
field to work to preach the gospel to read
the scriptures to study to attend mission

meetings

tell

and

visit investigators

what meetings you attend

talk about important missionary activities such as
weekly reports helping investigators and
members public relations work and presenting
discussions
express the importance of prayer attendance at
church

tithing

word of wisdom and baptism

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

twenty two
description of signs in lesson twentytwo

vocabulary
impersonal expressions

english idioms in ameslan
amerlan
turn around use your head
practice test 1I
reading signs from every angle
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LESSON TWENTY THREE

performance

TASKS

describe the mission of the savior including the
purposes of his mission and how they were

fulfilled
discuss what our responsibilities are in
responding to the saviors mission
discuss your relationships with your leaders
including your responsibilities to them
to support them to follow their counsel
to fulfill the dities
cities they assign you and to
follow their examples
include what they do
for you

ie

GRAIVIMAR
GRAMMAR AND

word

TOOLS

description of signs in lesson twenty three
vocabulary

english idioms in ameslan
amerlan
get to get rid of
get on ones nerves go oub
out
Picture Linguistics
the communication skills picturelinguistics
review of manual alphabets
international sign language
stiglish
various forms of siglish
oralism and cued speech
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twentyfour

LESSON TWENTY FOUR

performance

TASKS

things you are familiar with
express something you want to do using previously
learned vocabulary
give more detailed information about what you used

talk about places

and

before your mission call
talk about things you used to have to do when you

to

do

were younger

discuss what you will do in the future including
what you will do in the mission field
GRAMMAR
GRAIMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson twenty four
vocabulary

amerlan
english idioms in ameslan
go

out with

come up

to

practice test 2
linguistics assessing the language level of the
deaf
methods of assessment of language

level
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TWENTY
ITY FIVE
LESSON TWEL

performance

TASKS

describe your

home town and

state such as the
interesting places

climatee and
climalt
or points of interest
provo
geography
area
and
of
climate
the
discuss
talk about the weather
describe the landscape surrounding the LTM
carry on a conversation about the weather and
seasons in your mission field
use names of famous geographical locations and
geography

landmarks

identify

well known domestic and
describe wellknown
wild animals in the united states
explain the basic seasonal changes in temperature
precipitation and vegetation
and

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson twenty five
vocabulary
animalo
animals
lo
anima

nature
seasons of the year
famous landmarks
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continued
amerlan
english idioms in ameslan
put on hang up

LESSON TWENTY FIVE

show up

buy up

signs in ameslan
amerlan
inventing signs for some of the specialized
vocabulary
unof
enof
f acial
unofficial
icial signs
new

REVIEW MODULE V

programmed review
25
2125
lessons 21
20
1620
lessons 16
sign vocabulary quiz
finger spelling quiz
fingerspelling
supplementary tools
things to remember when signing english
idioms in ameslan
amerlan
an introduction to symbolic sign notation
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TWENTY
LESSON TIIENTY
TWENTYSIX
SIX

performance

give

TASKS

general reasons for being at the LTM
tell why you are serving a mission to the deaf
a
LTM
advantages
language
learning
to
at
the
list
describe benefits gained and things learned by
serving a mission
some

describe the boundaries of your missions and
where the headquarters are for each

tell

gral

GRAMMAR
GRAIMMMAR AND TOOLS

word

descriptions of signs in lesson twenty
twentysix
six
vocabulary

amerlan
american idioms in ameslan

hold on keep off

practice test 3
the physical setting while signing
the

room

itself

lighting
visual background
clothing
personal appearance
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TWENTY SEVEN
LESSON twentyseven

performance

TASKS

talk about your present and former likes
dislikes
express something that you want to do

tell

about things you know

athletic
explain any
may

how

and

to do such as

skills
scouting activities or hobbies
and musical

you

have had

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

seven
twentyseven
description of signs in lesson twenty

ary
vocabulary
vocabu
outdoor objects
outdoor

s
activity
activities
activiti

american idioms in ameslan
amerlan
knock out- break away

for good
the physical setting while signing continued
ure
interpreter
Dre ter client distance
Inter
interdre
seating situations
platform interpreting
other situations
drop in on
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twentyeight

TWENTY EIGHT
LESSON TWEENTY

performance

TASKS

relate information about people

you met before

your mission

give a personal opinion of a past occupance
ance
occurance
occur
person an idea or a place

a

discuss people or things that are indefinite or
non existent
exl s tent
exi
make a hypothetical statement if
AIND TOOLS
GRAMMAR AND

word

description of signs in lesson twenty
eight
twentyeight
vocabulary

if

statements

american idioms in ameslan
amerlan

count on keep track of

practice test 4
positive and reverse interpreting
review of positive interpreting
assess speech ability of deaf person beforehand
Speech reading the deaf
Lip reading speechreading
lipreading
phrase by phrase

other suggestions
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LESSON TWENTY NINE

performance

TASKS

bear your testimony
relate the main points of the joseph smith story
tell the basic story of the restoration including
the calling of joseph smith the return of

authority and the establishing of the latter
day church

describe briefly

a

spiritual experience

you have

had

talk about the lives of important people in church
history such as brigham

young and

others

and what they did

talk about the lives

and accomplishments of

prophets bible book of

history

and

mormon

past

church

present

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson twenty
twentynine
nine
vocabulary

ameslan
american idioms in amerlan
re ad over
call down read

catch
let of
vocabulary and phrases needed to give a testimony
on

go
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besso
lesso

LESSON
besson TWENTY NINE
T

continued

biographical sketches of famous people in church
history
joseph smith story

oral interpreting
meeting the oral deaf person and determining
the situation
environmental control
finding out the deafs preferred modes of
rm launi
Liuni
tauni cation
co
communication
catlon
liunication
LESSON THIRTY

perfo1ulkn2cr
performance

TASKS

describe several church programs including family
horne
home
hone evening home teaching welfare aaronic
priesthood and young women relief society
primary and priesthood
describe a family home evening including its

parts

and who

directs

explain how
hor the family

home

evening can help a

family

instruct

to lead a family
to play a game

someone how

neone
son
sorreone
teach someone

how

home

evening
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LESSON THIRTY

continued

instruct

someone how

family

home

to prepare

a

treat for

evening such as popcorn and

kool aid
make

plans with an investigator family to hold
family home evening

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirty
vocabulary

american idioms in ameslan
amerlan
run over give birth to

practice test

5

the family home evening program
how to pantomime and tell stories in zmeslan
ameslan
amerlan
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REVIEW MODULE VI

programmed review

lessons 26 30
25
2125
lessons 21
sign vicabulary
vocabulary quiz
Finger
spelling quiz
fingerspelling
supplementary tools
an introduction to sign language idioms

deaf blind interpreting
positioning with the deaf in this setting
Finger
spelling techniques
fingerspelling

other communication methods
ethical considerations
behaviorial
ial implications
Behavior
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LESSON THIRTY ONE

performance

TASKS

the church organizations and meetings and tell
at what time each is held
give an investigator a schedule of meetings and

name

tell

which meetings should be attended by

each member of the family

tell

how

as
1s
the church will enrich an investigator
investigators

life
GRAMMAR
GRAUMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirty one
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the finish11
finish idiom
11

major church programs

organizations of the church

practice with times and purposes of church meetings
interpreting in the religious setting
statement of purpose
churches and

thier beliefs
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LESSON THIRTY TWO
P
performance
eirforimaince TASKS

list

first

four principles of the gospel and
discuss them as if with an investigator
discuss the apostasy including the death of the
apostles loss of authority and the
ro duction of false doctrines and ordinances
reduction
introduction
inroduction
discuss the reformation including the realization
that things were wrong the conflicts between
the

1

t

catholic and protestant churches and the
preparation that events 0of this period made
for the restoration
tell your investigator about the reading material
which you will give him
E

GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirtytwo
thirty two
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

late idiom
practice test 6
interpreting in the religious setting
the

person
the deaf
in the church

the interpreter in the religious setting
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thirtythree

LESSON THIRTY THREE

per
performance
PEP
FORMANCE

TASKS

increase the range of what you can say in your
prayers explain to an investigator how he
will receive an answer to his prayers and
what a spiritual experience will be like for
him and

his family

discuss the fruits of obedience to the gospel
discuss the provisions of the word of wisdom
discuss proper and improper activities for the
sabbath
ex
explain
olain the benefits of observing the ten command
ments the law of tithing the word of wisdom
the law of chastity fasting prayer church
attendance and the sacrament
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirty three
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the think idiom
the zero idiom
expanded prayer

the benefits of observing the commandments
interpersonal relations in the religious setting
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LESSON THIRTY FOUR

performance

TASKS

explain the duties of being a member of the church
including paying tithing going to meetings
praying and obeying leaders
describe the attributes of the early saints
discuss what kind of people latter day saints
should be today

explain the responsibilities of major branch and
ward positions such as clerk branch president
bishop relief society president scoutmaster
and MIA president
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirty four
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the feel idiom

practice test 7
physical setting in the religious setting
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LESSON THIRTY FIVE

performance

TASKS

express the status of investigators including your
doubts and hopes about them
discuss the progression of investigators toward
baptism
explain to an investigator the things he needs to
do to gain a testimony

describe

how

the church will enrich the investi
invests

gators life
talk about your family

and

their attitudes toward

the church
GRAMMIAR AND TOOLS
GRAMMAR

word

description of signs in lesson thirty
five
thirtyfive
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the succeed idiom
the lie down idiom

errs
interpreteris
interpreters
eris behavior in the religious
ethics and Interpret
setting

137

vil

REVIEW MODULE VI
VII1I

programmed review

lessons 31 35
lessons 26 30
sign vocabulary quiz
Finger spelling quiz
fingerspelling
supplementary tools

linguistics

and

religious signs

review

choice of language levels
substandard signs

new and
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LESSON THIRTY SIX

performance

TASKS

name months and days

of the year

talk about important dates such

as birthdays

anniversaries and other special events such
as christmas
chrls mas easter new years mothers day
chris
fathers day independence day et cetera
describe important holidays celebrated in your
L
L

s s i on
mi
mission

schedule firesides
firesider
fi
resides cottage meetings parties and
other special church and mission activities
serve as an usher in a church meeting
GRAMMAR AND
mid TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirty six
vocabulary
time and related terms

days

weeks

months of the year
names of common

holidays

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the for for

idiom

practice test 8
deaf
blind interpreting
deafblind
positioning with client setting
Finger
fingerspelling
spelling techniques
other communication methods

and
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LESSON THIRTY SEVEN

performance

TASKS

use expressions of time correctly in daily activities such as setting up appointments making

arrangements for meetings

and scheduling

travel
describe where you have been and tell how long you
were there or how long you will be there
talk about plans for the day
discuss the importance of planning
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirtyseven
thirty seven
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

the derogatory idiom
mixed idiom

patterns

worthless
useless pattern
worthlessuseless

pattern
pattern

11wont
wont me

pattern

practice with golden questions
appointments
L

and

why no
not
nol
L

L

will
setting

you
up
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LESSON THIRTY EIGHT

performance

TASKS

ask the golden questions and set up appointments
describe various door approaches in field teaching
give an effective door approach

tell

the basic story of the book of
an

mormon

as to

investigator

to read and understand a message or
letter written by a deaf person
write a letter or message to a deaf person with
limited english ability
videotape or film a letter to a deaf person
make a telephone call for and to a deaf person
117
TTY
a
how
use
tr
to
learn
describe various ways a deaf person can use a

describe

how

.117

iny

telephone
GRAILMAR AND TOOLS
GRAMMAR

word

description of signs in lesson thirty eight
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms

patterns
whew pattern
hungrywixh pattern
tamoney
t1money
money pattern
questioning pattern

mixed idiom
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continued

LESSON THIRTY EIGHT

making door approaches
Arp roaches
f

interpreting in the social
various

modes

work

setting

of communicating with the deaf

NINIE
LESSON THIRTY NINE

performance

tell

TASKS

what you would do under

es
circumstance
certain circumstances
circumstanc

or in certain situations
encourage a discouraged elder
counsel an elder
GRAMMAR AND TOOLS

word

description of signs in lesson thirtynine
thirty nine
vocabulary

ameslan
amerlan idioms
mixed idiom

terns
patterns
at
atterns

patterns
simple me pattern
mimic pattern
more simple me pattern
varied compound pattern
repeating pattern
you

if

miscellaneous idioms

practice test

9
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REVIEW MODULE

VIII

programmed review

lessons 36 39
lessons 31 35
sign vocabulary quiz
Finger
spelling quiz
fingerspelling
supplementary tools
miscellaneous idioms

practice test 10
the registry of interpreters for the deaf
overview of interpreting
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APPENDIX

uses of the appendix
symbolic representation of the lesson dialogues
prayers ffor
or ordinances
songs

parts of the

body

or
explanation of the two
ivo hand manual alphabet ffor
the deaf blind
symbolic sign notation

instructional activities
foreward

baseball
basketball
concentration

football

tictacknow
tic tac know
british rebate
matching game

percentages
INDEX

alphabetical list of signs
topical index
topical list of idioms

CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY

AND

conclusions

recommendations

SUMMARY AND

comparisons

the purpose of this thesis was to establish a
criterion for development then to create develop and
design a course outline in the teaching of ameslan
amerlan at the
language training mission in provo utah this has been
accomplished by examining and comparing nearly all of the
available books and materials in three major areas basic
sign language courses training of religious interpreters
and language development at the LTM
fundamental prin
caples
ciples in the above three areas were also reviewed to
amerlan course
discover what ought to be included in the ameslan
outline lesson by lesson goals and objectives were
established in the form of performance tasks and course
grammar and vocabulary were met in the form of grammar
aree
are
and tools
these performance tasks and tools arce
conversational topics based on the most important language
nd
needs for missionaries in the field and the grammar aand
vocabulary needed to achieve the performance tasks
the purpose of surveying the basic sign language
courses was to determine how the american sign language
144

145
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan

was

being taught

it

that the signs
was not
until

was found

amerlan were taught but the grammar
of ameslan
just recently the sign language of the deaf was not
considered a language in its own right consequently

in
depth studies into its nature have not yet been done
the
few books and articles written on the american sign language as it is used by typical deaf adults were used in
the course outline along with the authors own knowledge
A summary of the
and experience in working with the deaf
books and the names of authors whose articles were used
are found in chapter 2 under the heading of the survey
the abstracts of project lesson plans resulting
from the summer sign institute held at california state
university at northridge and found in the appendix of
this thesis were also used in the course outline develop
ment with all lesson plan objectives being included
because of the length of the new york university
curriculum project entitled curriculum guide for inter
preter training it became necessary to reduce the number
gorle
gorie s from fifteen to ten the
categories
categoric
categorie
of interpreting cate
ing categories were left out
following
follow
1

compensation

2

interpreting in the mental health setting
interpreting in the medical setting

3
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4

interpreting in the vocational rehabilitation

5

interpreting in the legal setting

setting
course
to
decided
include
in
outline
the
it
interpreting in the education setting the social work
was

setting and the religious setting because missionaries
can better understand and communicate with the deaf when
they understand both the educational and social problems
of these handicapped people
recommended
above
be
the
five interwill
that
it
preting settings which were not included in the basic
course outline be included in level three the text taken
by the missionary into the field and used as a review and
continuation of what has been learned at the LTM
para
new
course
model
espanol
texts entitled
the
para
1
portugues
11
eros
and
Mision
Mission
misioneros level I
missionarious
arious
II
pour
1
11
and
I
les missionaries level 1I
level
II francais
and 11
deutsch fur Missio
missionaire
naire level 1I and 11
II and
II
Sende linge
afrikaans vir sendelinge
level 1I and 11
II were used in
modeling the course outline in ameslan
amerlan for missionaries
level 1I and 11
II the standardized lesson format was
comply with the language training missions
adopted to
tocomply
policy that all of the foreign languages be converted
over to the style and format that appears in the texts
1

1

of those languages mentioned above
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pe
performance
aman
rman
ce
although
fo
r
the
discovered
that
it
tasks in the five different language texts started nearly
the same they differed greatly in the order in which
they appeared throughout the various courses
therefore
was

it

to combine all of the performance tasks in
jhc
thc five texts and rearrange them according to the
the
authors concept and experience in teaching sign language
arrangement
hoped
will accelerate the
is
that
this
it
learning process objectives and goals not found in the
other five texts but which are important to the learning
ameslan
amerlan
of Ame
slan were added these include the rochester method
Finger spelling describing simpie
simple mathematical problems
of fingerspelling
usec
describing the signs ausec
usedt in the temple and knowing the
amerlan and singing in
difference between talking in ameslan
Ame
ameslan
amerlan
slan
once the lesson objectives were decided upon and
arranged in order the grammar vocabulary and inter
breting skills were included to meet these objectives
preting
amerlan is visual instead of audible word
since ameslan
are
descriptions of all of the signs areincluded
with
each
included
are
ari
lesson including word descriptions of the signs explain
ing their shape location movement and so on is a common
practice found in the majority of sign language texts it
should be realized that the ameslan
amerlan text will be much
larger than the other texts which average between
was decided
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two hundred

fifty

and

review modules

twentyfive
six hundred twenty
five pages

instructional activities

and an

appendix are also outlined and included in chapter
A

3

lesson one of the syllabus provides the missionary
with an introduction to deafness and sign language followed
by an explanation on how signs are made
the missionary
is then shown how to introduce himself and ask someone
how he is
the elder is also taught how to respond
correctly to the same questions
lesson two shows a missionary how to respond to
amerlan
basic classroom commands and ask for meanings of ameslan
signs and idioms
deals
lesson three deais
deal with dactylology or finger
deai
spelling although louie fant considers finger
spelling
fingerspelling
an advanced form of signing it is introduced here so
that the LTM could assist missionaries in perfecting this
A program is set
much neglected form of communication
up during this lesson which challenges the missionary to
finger spelling he is tested after every
practice his fingerspelling
five chapters in the review module
lesson four provides the missionary with continued
finger spelling skills and introduces him to Si
fingerspelling
stiglish
siglish
glish the
principle of the sight line is discussed
lesson five deals with numbers and counting the
material is almost a complete exposure to numbers and how
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uhey
are used
they

telling

signing any number
et cetera time indicators are introduced in this lesson
and later talked about in lesson thirty one
lesson six is the first lesson to use a lot of
ameslan
amerlan verbs in describing or explaining A brief over
view of the grammar of ameslan
amerlan is presented and question
forms
lorms and interrogatives discussed
lesson seven and lesson ten consider direction
location and transportation between these lessons
eight and nine deal with money services and shopping
review module 11
II right after lesson ten intro
duces one to interpreting skills for the first time
by
amerlan
this time syntactical arrangement of the signs in ameslan
en introduced and reviewed
sentences has be
been
lesson eleven deals with food and eating it can
ni
immediately
be adapted by missionaries in living their
imediately
JJTM
language at
al the LTM
lesson twelve is an attempt to introduce the
missionaries to religious signs this is done by teaching
the elders how to pray perform religious ordinances and
by taking them through a special temple session for the
deaf where an interpreter is used
lesson thirteen shows a missionary how to sing
with his hands by providing various hymns and patriotic
songs for him to sign
the differences between singing
counting

T

time
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amee
amleslan
explant
ameslan
amerlan
sian
slan are discussed an explana
in AmLe
tion of how the deaf dance without music is also proposed
in this lesson
lessons fourteen through twenty deal with personal
property parts of the body and grooming home family and
descrip
relations health school and work and sports descript
eions
tions comparisons and questions about these everyday
topics of conversation are presented in detail with the
intent that by this time they would provide the missionary
ameslan
amerlan
with a fluent ability in Ame
slan by the end of the
second week the missionary should be able to live his
language completely except in the formal meeting or
religious educational settings by the end of lesson
twenty and review module VI all of the grammar of ameslan
amerlan
has been introduced and explained
in review module IV an introduction to english
idioms in the language of signs is discussed along with a
brief explanation of interpreting in the educational
finger spelling is again
setting it should be noted that fingerspelling
tested in this module as well as in all other review

and simple signing

modules

lessons twenty one two and three are religious
in nature dealing with missionary rules activities
meetings

and

responsibility

relationships between

hearing and deaf missionary companions are proposed
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in lessons twenty one through thirty english
idioms in ameslan
amerlan are taught and practice tests are given
g e 11
intermediate
madsens conversational sign language
II an ln
langua
cermediate
advanced manual is extensively used in outlining these ten
lessons with english idioms except for the specifics of
religious interpreting lessons twenty one through thirty
also present the interpreting skills needed in missionary
I1

0

work

twentyfour
four is more about the missionary
lesson twenty
himself

lesson twenty five is about geography climate
and animals
this chapter is included at this point
because the vocabulary is needed in visiting with the deaf
and in telling more about oneself
lessons twenty six twenty nine and thirty are
religious in nature while lessons twenty seven and twenty
eight are likes and dislikes and personal opinions about
various things in general these lessons are included to
develop conversational fluency in ameslan
amerlan and at times in
other signed languages
lesson thirty contains a section on how to tell
anesian
slan it is in lesson thirty
stories and pantomime in Ame
that family home evening the key to the eight missionary
lessons used in teaching investigators is explained and
discussed in detail
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along with the usual lesson
gives and introduction to sign language

review module VI

quides
reviews and quizes

preparatory
teaching
to
the
it
thirty one through to the end
of AmLe
anesian
sian idioms in lessons thirtyone
slan
of the course
to understand the deaf a missionary must truly
amerlan
amerlan idioms
have a good command of ameslan
since ameslan
idioms are so difficult to learn on ones own the time is
spent teaching them in the LTM and in the level 111
III
ili text
the elder will take into the mission field
thirty five contain
thirty one through thirtyfive
lessons thirtyone
ameslan
amerlan idioms and the specifics of religious interpreting
such as signs used by different deaf congregations for
religious concepts the deaf person in the hearing church
interpersonal relations ethics and interpreters
behavior and the teaching of religious abstract concepts
lesson thirty six in addition to the teaching of
important dates holidays and scheduling meetings
includes an introduction to deaf blind interpreting the
author as well as many other missionaries has taught
they can neither
communi
commini cate only by touch
those who can communicate
hear nor see and therefore an introduction in communicating
with the deaf
blind is presented
deafblind
lesson thirty seven reviews numbers times dates
places et cetera it talks about practicing the golden

is

ameslan
idioms in Ame
amerlan
slan

I1

done
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questions and

setting

up appointments

grammar
and
under

tools of this lesson interpreting derogatory idioms and
mixed idiom patterns is suggested for curriculum develop
ment

thirty eight deals with various field
lesson thirtyeight
teaching tracting
tracking
acting approaches and also a look at how
tr
the deaf write according to their level of proficiency
in the english language interpreting in the social work
setting is recommended for this chapter as well as a
discussion on the different modes of communication with
the deaf
iline
nine is perhaps a test
the last lesson thirty liine
of proficiency on the part of an elder to successfully
use his newly gained skill of communicating with his hands
and not his voice
the performance tasks ask the mission
ary to tell what he would do under various circumstances
and situations
also it asks him to encourage and counsel
a fellow missionary
amerlan
the final review module presents additional ameslan
idioms and explains the registry of interpreters for the
deaf

RID

chapters one and two of this thesis have served
two purposes in this study
first to justify the need
for and the potential value of a course outline for
providing missionaries at the language training mission in
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provo

utah with the necessary communication skills to
ameslan
amerlan
slan and second
teach the gospel to the deaf who use Ame
to provide a valuable aid and point of reference in the
actual development of the course outline

conclusions

this course outline

created to serve as a
guide in expanding the missionary program of the church
of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in teaching the
gospel to the hearing impaired who use the american sign
language
it provides functional opportunities for
missionaries to learn artesian and other sign language
skskills
i 11 s it offers a completely new approach rather than
having missionaries learn from deaf or hearing companions
nott
not to suggest that it is a final
in the field this is noet
solution but only the beginning of a course that was not
previously available it is offered as a first step in a
sequence
requene of solutions which will lead to further
possible sequen
objective research and development now that it has been
created it remains for others to examine criticize
change employ or test its basic assumptions
hoped
is
it
that this thesis helps bring about a language training
mission for the deaf LTM D
at this point all indications are that an LTM D
at BYU in provo is a real possibility
was
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L
1

any
Ame
as
as
concluded
well
anesian
other
slan
is
that
it
form of sign language can only be taught effectively at
the LTM in the same way that all other foreign languages
are currently taught the limitations of skilled mission
ameslan
amerlan
slan a lack of total
aries in the field to teach Ame

concentration on the language due to missionary work and
the absence of a structured program are compelling reasons
for the further development of this course outline
the strengths of the course outline lie in the
facts stated in chapter 1 of this thesis
lons
recommendat

RECOMMEND
AT IONS
recommendations

the recommendations coming out of a creative
thesis focus in two basic areas first the possible or
suggested uses for the created product and second the
possible extensions of research and follow up steps that

light of this initial effort
in the first area this author would suggest that
the language training mission form a committee of experts
including several deaf who use ameslan
amerlan as their main mode
of communication and fully develop the course outline
into an acceptable text to be used in teaching sign language
at the LTM

C
might be laken
taken
in

in the second area possible follow up steps might
be completed in each of the following areas
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the american sign language is a visual lan
guage and not an aural oral one
becom
therefore it is recom
1

mended

that
the dialogues proposed in each of the lessons
amerlan and pictorially
should be filmed in ameslan
represented in the basic course used at the LTM
b
thirty nine lessons
other portions of the thirtynine
a

should have video sections included for class and
individualized study

videotape with playbcak should be extensively
used in filming the missionaries in the classroom
for review and critiqued in individual study
c

of portable video cassette player
aram
8mm video cartridge cassette
such as the super 8ram
advanced
text
should be used with the level 111
III
ill

d

some form

for use in the mission field
e
films of master signers and interpreters
should be used in the lesson presentation and
also for use in individualized or classroom study
amerlan should be shown with
f the signs of ameslan
pictures and writteni
written
writ
teni as well as explained in
english throughout levels 1I 11
II and 111
III
ili
A brief introduction to stokoes symbolic
g
sign notation system dennis W wamplers spatial
symbol system and possibly some other similar
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system was proposed for review module V under
supplementary tools
these systems are not

required for missionaries to learn while at the
LTM but are recommended in the level 111
III
ili
advanced

text
review and help for missionaries

the
dialogues in level 11
II should be symbolically
represented and included in the appendix of the
h

As a

text
in level 1I of the course outline signed
stiglish
english Si
siglish
amerlan
glish should be used in teaching ameslan
signs and in the explanation of language trees
2

it

that other interpreting
settings that were not discussed in levels 1I or 11
II
be included in the level 111
when
text
III
lii
it is developed
3

is

recommended
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ORIGINAL DEAF PROGRAM
AMO SERVITUM
SERVITUH YEARBOOK 68
DEAF PROGRAM

ail
all
ali very excited about the new calling that
we as the california mission have received to work with
the deaf people this is a brand new calling and we are
we
do
work
and
to
time
the
missionaries
the first full
fulltime
we

are

are grateful for
we

have a

and four hearing

it
district
elders

of eight
we

four deaf elders
pair up one deaf missionary

with one hearing

the deaf elders are working hard to memorize
their discussions so they can effectively teach they
have made it clear that they do not want to think of
anything but teaching the gospel of jesus christ for the
next two years
the hearing elders too are working hard on the
sign language and have impressed the deaf members with
the fact that they do not need an interpreter what a
wonderful feeling it is to begin to understand one
another

1I

the deaf members have given us fantastic support
express
when
explain
joy
to
they
they find
hard
the
is
it
out that there are full time missionaries for the first
time in the history of the deaf branch in california
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and
they have given us as many as 80 referrals perr family
fa
have told us to use our names by all means just please
teach our friends the gospel of jesus christ that they
may have

the same joys that 1I do
we

have found

that

we

11

different methods
example
pie their vocabulary
for exam

must use

in working with deaf people
is not as large as that of hearing people and they do not
have the ability to express themselves andor protect
themselves with thoughts and ideas
because of this handicap we do not give the
discussions as we would to hearing people we simplify
the discussions teaching the simple benefits that the
church provides today as well as tomorrow then we
jesus
gospel
help them understand thale
of
the
that
christ is
tha
just the simple plan to attain these benefits
As there are no signs for many of the words in
the discussions we use a lot of visual aids as 90
percent of what they learn is through their eyes it
helps when we use a lot of drama in other words be a
good story teller without the use of words
there are approximately 10000 or more deaf people
in southern california it makes us keenly aware of the
responsibility we have of bringing the gospel to them
we pray that we may be true to our calling
LC
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authorities
james wayne bennett

IN THE AREA OF DEAFNESS

deaf
teacher for the deaf in ventera school
2737 ocean avenue
ventura california 93001
MA

district

barry critchfield BA
cross road rehabilitation center caseworkerinterpreter
caseworker interpreter
the indianapolis speech and hearing center inc
615 north alabama street
46204
indianapolis indiana
MA deaf
larry fleisher madeam
madeaf
director teacher training program
state university northridge
california
18111 nordoff st
northridge ca
california
i fornia 91324
D
ray L jones ed
edd
director of the center on deafness
state university northridge
california
18111 nordoff st
91324
northridge california
lloyd H perkins deaf
bishop salt lake valley ward for the deaf
800 east 500 south
84111
salt lake city utah
jack R rose BA
lead interpreter at california state university northridge
1
21041 roscoe blvd
A

1

A

canoga park

california

91304

robert G sanderson edd deaf
director of services for the adult deaf
utah state board of education
1200 university club building
136 east south temple
84111
salt lake city utah
sally todd phd

rehabilitation counselor

cedar avenue
provo utah
84601
936

and educator of the deaf
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phd
of clinical audiology
director young
brigham
university
F 378 harris fine arts center
provo
ross

M

weaver

utah

john alan white

84602

CSW MA
rehabilitation counselor
services to the adult deaf
285 north 100 east
provo utah
84601

son of deaf parents
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assignment

this agreement is

OF COPYRIGHT

this

of february
1975 between byron F crookston graduate student in
speech communication BYU residing at 1250 west 600 south
provo utah and the language training mission residing at
brigham young university provo utah
byron F crookston is the author of a masters
thesis entitled the creation development and design of
a course for providing missionaries at the language traincommunica
ing mission in provo utah with the necessary Com
munica
tion skills to teach the gospel to the hearing impaired
who use the american sign language and has caused the
same to be copyrighted under the laws of the united states
of america and is the sole owner of such copyright
the language training mission is desirous of using
the material developed by mr crookston mr crookston
in consideration of the help rendered by the LTM in
assisting him in the development of the said thesis hereby
assigns and transfers to the language training mission
the non exclusive rights and use of any copyright thereof
and to use further develop or change the said work in
the language training mission
in witness whereof byron F crookston has
hereunto set his hand the day and year first above written
made

28 day

signed byron

in presence of

signed

F

crookston

eric ott
asst director research
abst
C

and development
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ABSTRACTS OF PROJECT LESSON PLANS
PLMIS

project
A

spelling
fingerspelling
fingers
Finger
eili
eill
elli
objectives
1
to understand the meaning of hearing loss
educationally and socially
2
to know the different types causes and
degrees of hearing loss
3
to identify the different modes of manual
com
communic
munic atlon rochester method informal
communication
and formal signs simultaneous method
4
to develop an awareness of the visual components involved in all manual communication
expressions speech and body movements
facial
5
to learn the history of the manual alphabet
6
to learn the correct hand configurations of
the manual alphabet
7
to distinguish between similar hand configu
figurations
rations
8
to develop speed and comfort in spelling
1

9

10

B

diphthongs
by starting from simple dipthongs
dip thongs and working
up through words phrases sentences para
graphs and finally short stories

to develop the receptive as well as the
expressive skills of finger
fingerspelling
spelling
finger spell to the rhythmical
to learn to fingerspell
flow of speech patterns

media
1

ector
projector
overhead proi

transparencies teacher prepared
filmstrip projector
a
filmstrips teacher prepared
b
teacher prepared
slides
8 mm projector
a
films american manual communication train
ing film series graphic film corp
b
films homemade
configure
configura
reading materials printed in hand con
figura
eions
tions
pictures of all types to be used for vocabulary
development and expressive skills
flash cards for drill use
printed materials for practicing immedi
atin
immediate
finger spelling
transmission into fingerspelling
a

2

3

4

5
6

7

183
C

fingers2ellin rules
Finger
spellingg
fingerspelling
1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

in C

the elbow is bent bringing the hand to
approximately shoulder level the hand is
held close to the body and back of the hand
is seen by the speller
fingers should be relaxed neat and definite
movement
Move menU from letter to letter should be
as
speed is not aas
ais important
smooth and steady
as rhythm
pause or hold the last letter in a word about
one extra beat before finger
spelling the next
fingerspelling
word
do not drop the hand after any letter or word
the hand must be held still but flexible
move the hand slightly to the right in form
bie
ing some dou
double
ble letters
partially open and repeat formation in double
letters Dformed Fby the touching of thumb and
or by various positions of
and
inger myhyoys
ffinger
milos
l
the fismlqos
fist
stressing an individual letter may be a way
as a capitol letter
of identifying
it
1
the word I and the article A are made and
the hand moved slightly to the right to show
oother
ol
her words
that they are not connected to 01
finger spelling in
teach the student to read fingerspelling
his peripheral vision and not stare directly
at the speiler
ls hand likewise the
spellers
speller
speller should not look at his own hand
teach the student to say the word as he
spells and not say the names of the letters
saying the letters in effect
in the word
causes the reader to lipread
lapread the letter
names instead of the word as a whole unit
keep fingerspelling
finger spelling sessions short and
L

L

10

1
V

11

12

D

interesting

teaching ideas
1
have students practice in front of a mirror
in order to reinforce the receptive skills
simultaneously with the expressive skills
2
have various people be the spellers so
there will be a variety of techniques seen

184
3

use games to provide variety for receptive

expressive skills
1I went to the store to buy an A
a
etc
b
geography game
c
concentration names of objects within a
category eg kinds of flowers
single categoryeg
d
telephone game message given by one
person in group and repeated quickly until
the last person who then spells it aloud
e
missing letter or word game
finger spelling
f charades played in fingerspelling
g
riddles
h
famous persons game
i states or countries and their capitals
j
root word and all its forms
k
english words finger
fingerspelled
spelled in different
languages
use of fingerspelling
finger spelling films for graded input
also for testing
use of all types
avdes
tvdes of pictures for vocabulary
phrases sentences poems and short stories
ween individual students and
between
interaction bel
be
groups of students in conversation
use of deaf adults to provide practice
situations
practice number usage addresses dates
financial reports ordinal and cardinal num
bers fractions and decimals
ainge
finge
nrspell
fingerspell
the teacher should finger
beshe
all that heshe
spell
speil
says in order to provide constant exposure
and

4

5
6

7
8

9

E

L

L

evaluation
1

2

testing receptive skills simple to complex
a
reading teachers finger
fingerspelling
spelling
b
reading other students fingerspelling
finger spelling
c
reading finger
spelling from films
fingerspelling
d
reading a deaf persons fingerspelling
finger spelling
testing expressive skills simple to complex
a
ability to spell smoothly and accurately
b
finger spelling with
ability to correlate fingerspelling
speech
c
fingerspelling
spelling with a deaf
ability to use finger
person in a meaningful creative and
truly communicative fashion
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pro
project
act
ect

sa
n
age
beginning
sign
language
2ri
ari Lanau
be5inn i 2 s1
belinn

2

aAe

objectives
1
to understand the basic communication problems
of the deaf
2
to develop knowledge concerning the educational
pro
processes
cesses
besses for the deaf
3
to learn the basic hand positions and signs
137
117
and to use them fluidly and automatical
automatically
lir
4
to understand the reasoning behind many of
the signs and natural gestures
5
to use facial expression andor emotion in
proper place in manual communication
its
6
to use fingerspelling
finger spelling and signs in the proper
seq
sequence
uence
bence of the english language
7
to encourage and provide actual contact with
deaf
deaf persons in the community

B

media
1

video tapes to develop and evaluate receptive

expressive skills
overhead projector
a
transparencies
8 mm projector
a
films of sign language home
filmstrip
films trip and slide projector
and

2
3

4

a
b
5
6

co
C

made

filmstrips
slides homemade

records of songs and hymns to be translated
into the language of signs
books of simple stories to be used in

practicing interpreting

rules for teaching the language
LanSu age of signs
1
whenever possible show the reasoning behind
each sign
2
introduce new signs through contextual clues
3
try not to use isolated signs instead put
ut
signs in short phrases or sentences from the
beginning so the transition from one sign to
another will be smooth and unlabored

186
4

plurals are not usually signed

a plural
if
picked up

must be emphasized and cannot be
from context then use the sign more than one
1

time

5
6
7

D

sign the intent not the word
use proper facial expressions with the signs
but never exaggerate
always speak without using voice when
signing

teaching ideas
1
have the students engage in questions and
answer periods
2
teacher signs incomplete sentences allowing
students to complete the thought
3
completion of famous poems nursery rhymes or
other familiar material
4
introduce new signs in context
5
finger spell when
the teacher should sign and fingerspell
necessary all that heshe
beshe says in order to
provide constant exposure
6
signs can be divided in categories for easy
working
a
question words
b
c
d
e

verbs
pronouns
emotional signs
communication signs

friendship
g
mental action signs
h
time
i location
j
quantity size degree
k
numbers
1
adject
adjec
adjectives
ives
m
ma
m0
foods
n
clothing
0
religious signs
p
nature signs
q
sports
r geographical signs
s
body signs
involve the class members with the deaf in the
f

L

7

community
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E

evaluation
1
use films and slides
have the students
write the signs he sees
2
use the deaf and hearing people to sign
material for the students to record
3
sign questions to which students must write
the answer
4
have the students sign various stories etc
5
teacher observation of each students communication ease with deaf people

project
A

ge
intermediate sign language
langua
ec ives
objectives
obj
oba
1
to familiarize students with the language
social and vocational problems of the deaf
2
to learn the history of sign language
3
to develop an interest in the deaf and their
world by supplying to the class articles and
books of interest about the deaf
leaf
4
to encourage home visitations of deaf families
5
sage of expressive and
to develop a better uusage
receptive skills using the vocabulary learned
in the beginning class of sign language
6
to learn sign language idioms
7
to foster faster reading of signs by speeding
up the delivery thereby causing the student
to read just a little faster than comfortable
8
to foster understanding of local and slang
signs and their place in the communication
patterns of the deaf
9
to obtain enough fluency
f
in signs to be able
to assist a deaf person in making a loan
opening an account discussing salary or
employee benefits
10
to recognize low terminology and sign the
proper synonyms
11
to encourage exhibition rather than inhibition
by use of large signs preparation for platform
signing
12
to learn to read signs from every angle as
one is not always face to face with the signer
13
to learn the beginning skills for reverse
3

L

C

interpreting
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media
1

projector

nun
8 mm

a

films

1
le

third
tran
an errand
iran
ilan
filmstrip and slide projectors
a
filmstrips
b
slides homemade
2
3

2

3

trip
trim to the doctors office
psalm
twenty

IIA
A

overhead projector

transparencies
flannel board
a
cut outs for the flannel board
flash cards
pictures
play money for playing store and bank
ga
gamess
monopoly games
messs
gadess
large mirrors
a

4
5
6
7
8
9

C

sign language rules
plan some time in each lesson for signing
1
without voice or lip movement this allows
the student to read only the signs without
contextual clues
2
plan the lessons with balanced material some
that will make the student comfortable and
some that will allow the student to stretch
mentally
3
accenting phrasing rhythm and fluency are as
commini
essential for the clarity of manual communi
cation as they are for the clarity of speech
4
when a word is formed by using a compound
sign eliminate the movement of the first
sign
5
finger spelled
the infinitive to is always fingerspelled

D

teaching ideas
1
create situations where students role play
these can be highly structural or spontaneous
2
the teacher reads short paragraphs which the
student translates simultaneously into sign
language this skill begins slowly with easy
material and builds up gradually to instant
translation of difficult or unfamiliar
material

189

use of fiash
cards with single printed words
flash
lash
student must use the word in a sentence as
quickly as possible
use of games eg monopoly for practice in
the use of money and for numbers
use of games such as charades and password

3

4

5

for practice in using signs in the same basic
categories
idiomatic phrases must be couched in suitable
sentences in order to show how the same
words carry very different meanings
the meanings of idioms must be stressed in
order to properly sign them
the use of the newspaper as a good course of
idioms
mcquain students with various texts on sign
acquaint
acquain
language and idioms
further categories of signs for intermediate

6

7
8
9

L

10

use
a

b

c

d

e

E

medicine and
occupations

illness

education
finance
law

evaluation
1
use films and slides for testing student
compre hens ion
comprehension
comprehend
comprehens
lon
2
use good signers to hold conversations
3
e
spoken
ability to simultaneously translay
translate
transla
material into the language of signs
4
teacher observation of students communication
L

L

skills with

project
A

4

a

deaf person

advanced sign language

objectives
1
to familiarize the student with different
areas of conversation using a combination of
signs and finger
spelling
fingerspelling
2
to understand sign language as an art form as
used by the national theater of the deaf

190
3

4

5

6

to foster

a

greater understanding of the role

of facial and bodily expressions in
communication
to refine
lne the receptive and expressive skills
ref ine
necessary for flexibility in the use of sign
language
to provide exercises for developing proficiency
for hearing adults in conversational manual
communication
to foster correct and instantaneous use of
idioms

B

media
1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8

C

projector
a
films homemade
filmstrip and slid projectors
a
filmstrips
b
slides homemade
overhead projector
a
transparencies
b
overlays
flash cards
card files of vocabulary and idioms
prepared scripts for short dramas and role
playing
pictures of specific vocabulary idioms and
situations
8 mm

menus and programs

sign language rules
proper use of helping verbs in sentences
1
2
prepositions are always signed
3
the demonstrative adjective this
that
these and those is made by pointing to
the object or person with the index finger
position
4
the demonstrative pronoun this
that
it
these and those
hose Yis made by the Y hand
position right hand IY position placed in
hand
the palm of the left
t
lef
5
when listing for purposes of classification
se
second
silently sign first
condl
third
fourth et cetera
it

191
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B

teaching ideas
1
mock ups of real life situations
a
store
b
restaurant etc
c
job interview and short plays
2
use of skits to broaden use of facial expression and emotional involvement
3
songs
interpret
4
interpret tapes andor records of famous
speeches or stories
5
from a book
interpret
6
interpret a movie not captioned or a TV
7
8
9

E

not split quotations sign the entire
quotation and then give the authorship
do

program
use of magazine

articles for broadening of

vocabulary and idioms
finger spelling
interpret poetry no fingerspelling
invite the deaf to a skit
skil or play that the
class might give

evaluation
1
2

3

4

5
6

7
8

ability of the student to write what is signed
from the filma
film
flim tape or live presentation
filml
skill of the student in interpreting for a
speaker film TV program or tape
speaking for a
skill in reverse interpreting
hearing audience what a deaf person is
signing
teacher and deaf persons observation of manual
communication skills
effective use of facial and body expression

when communicating manually

creative

and imaginative use of

signs
finger spelling
articulate rhythmical fingerspelling
observation of interest and enthusiasm in
working with the deaf
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PREFACE

amleslan
ameslan
amerlan
fully utilize AmLe
slan
sian
for missionaries in his study at the language training
mission he should be aware of the following special
features

so

that the missionary

may

lesson format
the lesson format consists of four major sections
1 performance tasks
2
conversation 3 tools and
4

erf mance

P
performance
ormance
armance
or

performance tasks

are conversational topics based

most important language needs for missionaries in
the mos
the field they serve as conversational objectives to be
reached in each lesson as well as an organizational air
for selecting vital grammar points to be taught for
reference a list of all performance tasks is included in
the table of contents
the conversation section is designed to be a
review and expansion of skills learned in the previous

on

lesson

this section consists of three parts
1
the model a four
line dialogue serving
fourline

as a

springboard into expanded conversational activities
idiomatic expressions are introduced here and sometimes
a new grammar
gra ar principle is presented which is explained

later in the lesson

194

translation of the model
3
A practice section in which missionaries move
from the model into a conversational activity which
stresses their generating language rather than parroting
2

A

a dialogue

the tools section provides the grammar and
vocabulary needed to achieve the performance tasks
it
is designed to build fluency vocabulary and creativity
through the use of language trees drills conversational
activities questions controlled conversation and rule

application
the performance section is designed to be a review
and to check competence in performing the tasks outlined
at the beginning of the lesson
review modules

after

each five lessons a review module

is

provided which checks the competence gained in previous
lessons each module consists of a short quiz and a
SuDDle
supplementary
suddie mentary tools section which provides concise

explanations of important grammar principles not contained
in lesson material most of the review modules also
contain a fourth section which introduces new idiomatic
expressions

195

appendix

the appendix is designed to enable the teacher to
create mini lessons on advanced grammar topics after
missionaries have mastered the core grammar of lesson one
a
be
be
to
used
to
intended
reference
also
section
is
it
by missionaries in their next assignment
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ABSTPIACT
ABSTRACT

the purpose of this study was to develop a course
the teaching of the american sign
outline to begin che
language at the language training mission in provo
presently there is no program offered to train
utah
cuss ions
lons to the
discussions
missionaries to teach the eight dis
hearing
anguaqe and finger
fingers
inq impaired who use sign language
hearing
spelling
fingerspelling
hear ing
peili ng
pelli
peill
fingerspelli
to communicate this study attempts to provide such a
course outline thal
later be developed into a comthat can ater
L

plete training program
to establish a criterion for this course existing
theories and curriculum guides for teaching sign language
A survey for training
were reviewed and summarized
interprelzers
interpreters particularly in the religious setting was
extra
made and essential concepts were extrc
icted the course
isted
extracted
curriculum used at the language training mission was
outlined and used as a guide for this course
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